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Abstract 

 This study was conducted to explore the ability and propensity to verbally deceive 

others in children with and without autism spectrum disorders (ASD). We also explored 

the relationships among lie-telling ability, false belief understanding as measured using a 

standard battery of false belief tasks, and verbal mental age as measured using a 

standardized test of language ability. To explore antisocial lie-telling ability, we used a 

modified temptation resistance paradigm in which children were tempted to commit a 

transgression in the experimenter’s absence and given the opportunity to tell a lie about 

their transgression and to exercise semantic leakage control (SLC)—that is, to maintain 

consistency between the lie and subsequent statements that they make. To explore 

prosocial lie-telling ability, we used a modified undesirable gift paradigm in which 

children were awarded an unattractive prize for winning a game and given the 

opportunity to lie about liking the prize that the experimenter gave them. We found that 

children with ASD, like typically developing children, can and do tell antisocial lies to 

conceal a transgression, and prosocial lies in politeness settings. However, children with 

ASD were less able than typically developing children to exercise SLC. Furthermore, we 

found that, unlike in typically developing children, lie-telling ability in children with 

ASD was not related to their false belief understanding. The pattern of relations among 

lie-telling ability, false belief understanding, and verbal mental age are discussed with 

respect to possible contentions regarding the underlying processes by which children with 

ASD tell lies and succeed on false belief tasks. 
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Chapter 1: Introduction 

Though parents of young children may find the emergence of deceptive 

behaviours and the ability to tell increasingly convincing and sophisticated lies 

frustrating, lie-telling is nevertheless an important developmental milestone in a young 

child’s life. The goal of telling a lie is to try to make someone else believe something that 

the lie-teller does not believe is true. Lie-telling involves intentionally instilling a false 

belief—something that the lie-teller believes to be false but may or may not be false in 

reality—in the mind of another person (Lee, 2000); thus, it requires young children to 

have at least a rudimentary ‘theory of mind’ (ToM). ToM is the ability to understand that 

people have mental states such as knowledge and beliefs, that their own mental states 

may differ from the lie recipient’s mental states, and that the lie recipient does not have 

access to their own mental states (Talwar, Gordon, & Lee, 2007; Yirmiya, Solomonica-

Levi, & Shulman, 1996). In other words, without a rudimentary ToM, there would be no 

motivation for one to attempt to manipulate the beliefs of another person. Lie-telling can 

be seen as a real-world application of an understanding of others’ minds (Talwar & Lee, 

2008b) and the emergence of lie-telling in young children can be taken as an indicator for 

the presence of at least a rudimentary ToM (Baron-Cohen, Tager-Flusberg, & Cohen, 

2000; Sodian, 1994). 

Many researchers have demonstrated that children with autism spectrum disorders 

(ASD) have a deficit in ToM (Baron-Cohen, Leslie, & Frith, 1985; Brent, Rios, Happé, & 

Charman, 2004; Happé, 1995; Yirmiya, Erel, Shaked, & Solomonica-Levi, 1998). 

Consistent with the ToM deficit in autism, parents of children with ASD report that 

unlike their typically developing children, their autistic children do not tell lies (Baron-

Cohen, Tager-Flusberg, & Cohen, 1994). However, there are no published empirical 
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research studies on this population and their ability and propensity to produce or generate 

their own lies. The present study aims to bridge this gap in the literature. 

Deception in Children with ASD 

Though several studies have examined deception in children with ASD, these 

studies have generally looked at deception in the context of a competition or trick (e.g., 

Baron-Cohen, 1992; Sodian & Frith, 1992; Yirmiya, Solomonica-Levi, & Shulman, 

1996) but did not require participants to use their own words to lie to the experimenter. 

For example, Sodian and Frith (1992) investigated performance on a sabotage task 

(which measured competence at anticipating and manipulating other people’s behaviour 

without requiring the representation of beliefs), a deception task (which measured 

competence at anticipating and manipulating other people’s behaviour while representing 

another’s beliefs), and a standard first-order false belief task in children with autism. In 

the sabotage task, children were told to lock the candy box when the “nasty Smartie 

thief” puppet approached and to leave the candy box open when the “nice Smartie friend” 

puppet approached. In the deception task, children were told to say that the box is locked 

(i.e., to tell a lie) to the thief and to say that the box is open (i.e., to tell the truth) to the 

friend. Though children with autism performed similarly to mental-age-matched children 

with developmental delay and typically developing children on the sabotage task, they 

differed from both control groups in terms of their extremely poor performance on the 

deception compared to the sabotage task. Sodian and Frith (1992) found that false belief 

performance predicted performance on the ability to lie in the deception task and that 

covarying out performance on the false belief task removed any group differences on the 

deception task. It is important to note that in this study, there were a handful of children 
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with autism who had verbal mental ages (VMA) between 7 and 12, and 60% of these 

higher functioning children succeeded on the deception task. This finding provides initial 

evidence that children with high-functioning autism can be taught to lie. However, it does 

not shed light on whether children with ASD will generate their own lies, as children in 

this study were explicitly asked to lie in a competitive game and instructed on exactly 

what to say to successfully lie to the thief. 

Thus, past research has demonstrated that children with ASD do experience 

significantly more difficulty engaging in deception than mental-age-matched children 

with developmental delay and typically developing children. Before describing the 

present study, it is important to provide an overview of lie-telling ability in typical 

development and to address the question of whether lie-telling ability is indeed related to 

ToM understanding. 

Lie-Telling Ability in Typically Developing Children 

Anecdotal evidence and observational studies suggest that children as young as 2 

years begin to tell lies (Bussey, 1992; Darwin, 1877; Leekam, 1992; Newton, Reddy, & 

Bull, 2000; Wilson, Smith, & Ross, 2003). In controlled laboratory settings, however, 

findings are somewhat more equivocal. In a study conducted by Chandler, Fritz, and Hala 

(1989), children as young as 2½ years of age used a variety of deceptive strategies, which 

includes withholding evidence, destroying evidence, and even producing false evidence 

(e.g., lying), to deceive an experimenter in a hide-and-seek board game. Hala, Chandler, 

and Fritz (1991) later corroborated the result of their earlier study by showing that 2½-

year-olds are not simply manipulating the behaviour of others, but they are manipulating 

the behaviour of others by virtue of changing others’ beliefs: the majority of 3-year-olds 
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correctly anticipated that the experimenter would look for and think that the treasure was 

not where it was actually hidden, but where their deceptive clue(s) pointed to. Moreover, 

the researchers demonstrated that children in their study were not simply responding to 

the demand characteristics of the game. The children used deceptive strategies when 

instructions were given to hinder the experimenter from finding the treasure but chose to 

mark or point out the real location of the treasure when instructions were given to help 

the experimenter. Chandler, Fritz, and Hala’s evidence that 3-year-olds are already 

capable of intentional deception and conclusion that 3-year-olds already have a ToM, 

however, must be taken with caution because a different group of researchers was unable 

to replicate their results using a highly similar procedure and paradigm (Sodian, Taylor, 

Harris, & Perner, 1991). In contrast to previous findings, Sodian et al. (1991) found that 

2- and 3-year-olds used deceptive strategies regardless of whether they were asked to 

hinder or help the experimenter and only 4-year-olds acted selectively. The researchers 

conclude that while 2- and 3-year-olds can be encouraged to engage in deceptive ploys, 

only 4-year-olds clearly demonstrate that they have a ToM. 

Other experimental studies on children’s ToM have often used standard first-order 

false belief tasks (Harris, 2006). First-order false belief tasks require one to reason about 

the belief of another person or story character. For example, Wimmer and Perner’s 

(1983) first-order unexpected displacement task has the following structure: character A 

puts away an object in one location and leaves the stage. In his absence, character B 

moves the object to another location and leaves the stage. When character A returns, 

children are asked where character A will look for the object. False belief reasoning is 

particularly difficult because character A’s belief does not match up with what the child 
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knows to be currently true in reality. Children’s success on false belief tasks demonstrates 

that they understand that actions are motivated by mental states, which are internal 

representations that may or may not reflect reality (Wellman, 1992). Thus, success on 

false belief tasks are viewed by many researchers as compelling evidence for a 

representational theory of mind (e.g., Perner, 1991; Wellman, Cross, & Watson, 2001). A 

wealth of experimental results has shown that children do not generally pass first-order 

false belief tasks until the age of 4 (see Wellman, Cross, & Watson, 2001 for a meta-

analysis of 591 conditions from 178 studies). 

There is, then, disagreement on the age at which children are said to have 

acquired a ToM: anecdotal evidence, observational studies, and Chandler, Fritz, and Hala 

suggest that children have a ToM by the time they start to deceive others at around the 

age of 2 (early onset view) while other experimental evidence suggest that ToM is not 

developed in children until 4 years of age (late onset view). Proponents of the late onset 

view believe that early deceptive acts are learned strategies used only to manipulate the 

behaviours, but not the beliefs, of others (Moore, 2006, p. 180; Sodian, Taylor, Harris, & 

Perner, 1991). For example, when a child, who ate a cookie that he was forbidden to eat 

until after dinner, is asked whether he at the missing cookie, he says, “No, I didn’t,” to 

avoid reprimand from his mother, and not to instill a false belief in the mind of his 

mother. If denying such misdemeanors has proved successful in warding off punishment 

in the past, the child may have lied so that his mother would not yell at him, but not so 

that she would not yell at him by virtue of falsely believing that he did not eat the cookie. 

Thus, early deceptive acts may simply show that children from a very young age try to 
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manipulate others’ behaviours and do not necessarily reflect the presence of a ToM 

(Sodian, Taylor, Harris, & Perner, 1991). 

Relatedly, there have been a number of field observations and anecdotal reports of 

deceptive behaviours in apes (Byrne & Whiten, 1988; Premack & Woodruff, 1978; 

Savage-Rumbaugh, 1984), but many researchers do not consider them as evidence for a 

ToM in nonhuman primates (Harris, 2006; Heyes, 1998; Povinelli, 2001). To illustrate 

why not, consider the following act of deception: a chimpanzee that is eating a banana 

sees a competitor approach and hides his banana behind his back until the competitor 

leaves the vicinity. It has been argued that the chimpanzee’s behaviour could have 

occurred (1) by chance, (2) as a result of associative learning, or (3) through inference 

from his past experience of situations that in some respects are similar to the current 

situation (Heyes, 1993; Premack, 1988). Early deception by young children may also be 

interpreted as manifestations of these nonmental alternatives rather than as genuine acts 

of deception intentionally executed to instill a false belief in the mind of another. 

Lie-Telling Ability and False Belief Understanding in Typically Developing Children 

A handful of researchers have recently conducted experimental studies to 

investigate whether there is a relationship between children’s lie-telling and false belief 

understanding (Polak & Harris, 1999; Talwar & Lee, 2002a; Talwar, Gordon, & Lee, 

2007; Talwar & Lee, 2008a). They have found that the ability and propensity to lie is 

related to false belief understanding in children. In these studies, researchers used a 

modified temptation resistance paradigm to elicit spontaneous lie-telling in young 

children. Children were placed in a situation where they were tempted to commit a 

transgression, such as peeking at a toy, and subsequently given the opportunity to tell the 
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truth or lie about having committed the transgression. Such a setting is ideal for studying 

children’s spontaneous production of antisocial lies—lies told for self-serving purposes 

such as those told to conceal a misdeed and avoid possible punishment—because it 

mimics everyday situations in which young children often find themselves where they 

decide whether or not to tell a lie. 

In a study conducted by Polak and Harris (1999), children between 2 and 6 years 

of age played a game in which they had to guess the animal that was inside a house based 

on the sound that the experimenter made. Midway through the game, the experimenter 

had to leave the room and instructed the child not to peek at the animal inside the house. 

On this trial, the experimenter either put a duck in the house and made the sound of a pig 

or put a pig in the house and made the sound of a duck. When the experimenter returned, 

he asked, “Did you look inside the house while I was gone?” After the child responded to 

the first question, the experimenter asked a follow-up question: “What animal do you 

think is inside the house?” Polak and Harris found that of the children who peeked, 84% 

falsely denied looking in the house while the experimenter was away (i.e., told a lie) and 

only 35% feigned ignorance (e.g., said that they were not sure what the animal was, 

named the animal expected on the basis of the sound clue, named an animal that was 

neither the animal expected on the basis of the sound nor the animal that was actually 

inside the house) on the follow-up question. To address the question of whether a ToM 

underlies children’s ability to deceive others, Polak and Harris assessed children’s ToM 

using two first-order false belief tasks: an unexpected displacement task (Wimmer & 

Perner, 1983) and an unexpected contents task (Gopnik & Astington, 1988). They found 

that the better children performed on the false belief tasks, the more likely they were to 
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falsely deny having looked inside the house. However, they also found among those who 

performed poorly on the false belief tasks, just over half of the children made false 

denials. Polak and Harris concluded that while false belief understanding is not a 

prerequisite for the production of false denials, such as those made to avoid punishment, 

the understanding of false beliefs allows children misinform others much more frequently 

and flexibly in a wide range of situations not restricted to avoiding punishment. The 

researchers did not find a relation between performance on the false belief tasks and 

responses to the follow-up question: most of the participants, regardless of how they 

performed on the first-order false belief tasks, did not feign ignorance when asked what 

animal they thought was inside the house. Polak and Harris suggested that the ability to 

feign ignorance on the follow-up question involved second-order belief reasoning 

abilities such as those required in solving second-order false belief tasks; that is, children 

who are better at assessing beliefs about beliefs (i.e., since I told the experimenter that I 

did not peek, the experimenter thinks that I do not know what the animal is so my answer 

should be consistent with me not knowing what animal is actually inside the house) are 

hypothesized to be better at feigning ignorance. This ability to maintain consistency 

between the initial lie—saying that they did not peek—and subsequent statements has 

been termed ‘semantic leakage control’ (SLC; Talwar & Lee, 2002a). 

Talwar, Gordon, and Lee (2007) followed up on Polak and Harris’ (1999) 

speculation that feigning ignorance involves second-order belief reasoning. They placed 

children in a situation where they were tempted to peek at an answer to a trivia game. 

Half of the children peeked even though they were explicitly asked not to, and the 

majority of children who peeked (93%) also told an antisocial lie by denying that they 
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had peeked. To examine SLC, children in this study were asked two follow-up questions 

about details on the answer card that they were asked not to peek at. Since the details 

were irrelevant to the answer on the answer card (e.g., there is a picture of a lion), 

children who feigned ignorance to the follow-up questions (e.g., they responded with, “I 

don’t know,” or “I just guessed.”) exercised good SLC. On the other hand, children who 

gave the correct answers to the follow-up questions had poor SLC since they gave 

themselves away to the fact that they had peeked. As suggested by Polak and Harris 

(1999), the researchers found that lie-tellers who gave incorrect answers to the follow-up 

questions had higher second-order false belief scores; that is, children’s SLC was 

correlated with second-order false belief understanding. To summarize, results from these 

studies suggest that first-order ToM is related to children’s false denials (Polak & Harris, 

1999), and that second-order ToM is related to children’s SLC (Talwar, Gordon, & Lee, 

2007). 

Prosocial Lie-Telling Ability in Typically Developing Children 

A lie can be produced for self-serving purposes (e.g., to conceal a misdeed), or for 

the benefit of others (e.g., to protect someone else’s feelings). The latter type of lie is 

prosocial in nature and is told to maintain amicable relations with others. Thus far, 

researchers have only examined prosocial lie-telling behaviours in young children that 

are developing typically. Talwar, Murphy, and Lee (2007) recently elicited prosocial lie-

telling even in very young children using a modified undesirable gift paradigm. In their 

study, an experimenter played a commercial game (either “Memory” or “Scattergories” 

depending on their age) with the children and promised them a rainbow-coloured slinky 

if they won. After they won, however, the experimenter gave them a plain white bar of 
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soap instead of the very attractive slinky. The experimenter then asked them if they liked 

their prize. To ensure that children did not, in fact, like the soap and was indeed telling a 

prosocial lie when they said that they liked the prize, parents were sent into the 

experimental room to probe the children about how they really felt about their prize. The 

researchers found that children as young as 3 years of age could tell a prosocial lie in 

politeness settings. Furthermore, they found that older children were more likely to lie 

than younger children, and older children were more likely to give more elaborated 

answers (e.g., “I love soap! We’re actually collecting soap at home!”). Since prosocial 

lie-telling ability appears to emerge at around the same time as children begin to tell 

antisocial lies to conceal transgressions (Talwar & Lee, 2002b) and antisocial lies have 

been found to be related to false belief understanding (Polak & Harris, 1999; Talwar, 

Gordon, & Lee, 2007; Talwar & Lee, 2008a), it is of interest to explore the relation 

between prosocial lie-telling ability and false belief understanding in typically developing 

children and children with ASD. 

The Present Study 

Given the relationship between antisocial lie-telling and false belief understanding 

in typically developing children, there is a need for research to investigate whether 

children with ASD are able to tell antisocial lies. The relationship between deception and 

ToM in typically developing children leads us to an important question that has not been 

addressed in the literature: if children with ASD can be shown to deceive others, does it 

mean that these children have at least a rudimentary ToM? Among children with ASD, 

are children who are better liars more advanced in their understanding of others’ minds 

than those who are not as adept at lying? 
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The main goals of the present study were to (1) explore the ability and propensity 

to deceive in high-functioning children with ASD and typically developing children and 

(2) examine whether the relationship previously found in typically developing children 

between lying aptitude and false belief understanding will hold in children with ASD. We 

used a modified temptation resistance paradigm (Talwar & Lee, 2002a) to investigate 

antisocial lie-telling ability and a modified undesirable gift paradigm (Talwar, Murphy, & 

Lee, 2007) to investigate prosocial lie-telling ability. To explore the relationship between 

lie-telling and ToM, a battery of standard first-order and second-order false belief tasks 

were used to assess ToM. Because ToM task performance has been found to be related to 

language ability in typically developing children (Astington & Baird, 2005) and verbal 

mental age in children with ASD (Happé, 1995; Kazak, Collis, & Lewis, 1997; Steele, 

Joseph, & Tager-Flusberg, 2003), we assessed children’s general language ability using 

the core battery of the Clinical Evaluation of Language Fundamentals–Fourth Edition 

(Semel, Wiig, & Secord, 2003). 

Given the extensive literature on ToM deficits in children with autism, we 

expected the typically developing children to perform better on our false belief battery 

than the children with autism in our study. Based on Sodian and Frith’s (1992) finding 

that some children with ASD succeeded in telling a lie on a deception task, we 

hypothesized that some high-functioning children with ASD, like typically developing 

children, would commit the transgression and then lie about it to avoid getting into 

trouble for doing something that they were asked not to do. On the other hand, we 

hypothesized that unlike typically developing children, children with ASD would not tell 

prosocial lies because children with ASD have impairments in recognizing and 
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understanding other people’s affective states (Brent, Rios, Happé, & Charman, 2004; 

Hobson, 1986; Tager-Flusberg, 1992). Finally, drawing on the findings of Polak and 

Harris (1999) and Talwar, Gordon, and Lee (2007), we expected that first-order false 

belief understanding would predict false denials and that second-order false belief 

understanding would predict SLC in typically developing children. As the present study 

is the first to our knowledge to explore the relations between lie-telling abilities and false 

belief understanding, it was unclear whether the relations between ToM and deception in 

typically developing children would hold for children with ASD.  
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Chapter 2: Method 

Participants 

Two groups of children were examined in this study: 19 children on the autism 

spectrum (the ASD group) and 30 typically developing children (the TD group). All 

children were from middle- to upper-middle class families residing in Kingston and other 

neighboring cities in southern Ontario. None of the children had participated in studies 

examining deception before. 

The contact information of parents of children with ASD was obtained from the 

ASD Database maintained by the ASD Studies lab at Queen’s University. The ASD 

Database is populated by families with children with ASD that initiated contact in 

response to recruitment flyers sent through Hotel Dieu, Ongwanada, Pathways, and 

Autism Ontario Kingston, ads posted on Kijiji, as well as ads broadcasted through a 

Kingston radio station. Parents of children with ASD between 5 and 12 years of age were 

contacted and asked if they were interested in having their children participate in a study 

exploring the ability to deceive in children with and without ASD (see Appendix A for 

Calling Script). The ASD group was chosen based on the following criteria: 

1. They carried a clinical diagnosis of Asperger Disorder, Asperger Syndrome, 

Autistic Disorder, Autism Spectrum Disorder, or Pervasive Developmental 

Disorder–Not Otherwise Specified; 

2. They met criteria for an ASD on the Autism Diagnostic Observation Schedule–

General (ADOS-G); and 

3. They received a score of 12 or greater on the Social Communication 

Questionnaire–Current (SCQ) with the exception of one child who received a 
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score of 9, but was still included in this study because she clearly met criteria for 

an ASD on the ADOS-G. 

The contact information of parents of typically developing children were obtained 

from the Developmental Psychology Database at Queen’s University. This database is 

populated by families that have participated in studies at Queen’s University in the past, 

families that have voluntarily consented to be added into the database at recruitment 

events such as Childbirth Kingston and Leisure Shows, as well as families obtained from 

birth announcements in the Kingston newspaper. Parents of typically developing children 

between 6 and 10 years of age were contacted by phone and asked if they were interested 

in having their children participate in a study exploring the ability to deceive in children 

with and without ASD (see Appendix A for Calling Script). All children in the TD group 

had no reported history of academic, neurological, or psychological problems and 

received a score between 0 and 10 on the SCQ. 

We chose to recruit children with ASD between 5 and 12 for the present study 

because we wanted the participants to be old enough to be able to understand and follow 

the complex verbal instructions involved and respond verbally, but not be too old to be 

uninterested in the games in the temptation resistance and undesirable gift paradigms. 

A number of children came into the lab for the study but were not included in the 

study for various reasons: four typically developing children who only came in for the 

first testing session (three of which were too busy to come in for the second session and 

one of whom did not want to participate further after the first session), one typically 

developing child whose data could not be coded due to technical difficulties with an 

experimental prop and the audio recording, six children with ASD who were unable to 
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complete the testing protocol due to difficulties understanding the experimenter’s 

instructions (three of which were young 5-year-olds with ASD and three of which were 

older children functioning at a much lower level than those included in the study), and 

three children with ASD who did not meet criteria for the autism spectrum based on their 

scores on the ADOS-G. 

The ASD group consisted of 15 boys and 4 girls—a typical male-to-female ratio 

in children with ASD (Bryson and Smith, 1998; Fombonne, 2003)—ranging in 

chronological age (CA) from 6 years, 2 months to 12 years, 10 months (M = 8.27 years, 

SD = 1.72). Their verbal mental age based on their core language scores on the Clinical 

Evaluation of Language Fundmentals–Fourth Edition (VMACLS) ranged from 3 years, 6 

months to 10 years, 6 months (M = 6.79 years, SD = 1.79), and their verbal mental age 

based on their verbal IQ scores on the Wechsler Abbreviated Scale of Intelligence 

(VMAVIQ) ranged from 5 years, 4 months to 12 years, 4 months (M = 7.98 years, SD = 

1.89). The TD group consisted of 22 boys and 8 girls ranging in CA from 6 years, 0 

months to 10 years, 3 months (M = 7.28 years, SD = 0.88). Their VMACLS ranged from 5 

years, 6 months to 11 years, 9 months (M = 7.47 years, SD = 1.24), and their VMAVIQ 

ranged from 5 years, 5 months to 14 years, 7 months (M = 7.83 years, SD = 1.76). 

Although the ASD group was on average just over 1 year older than the TD group, the 

two groups did not differ significantly on VMACLS, t(28.87) = 1.45, p = .16, and 

VMAVIQ, t(47) = .28, p = .78. 

Materials and Measures 

General Cognitive Functioning 
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One of the two measures of VMA was determined using the Wechsler 

Abbreviated Scale of Intelligence (WASI) (Wechsler, 1999). The WASI is a standardized 

intelligence test designed for use with individuals from 6 to 89 years of age to give a 

relatively quick estimate of verbal, nonverbal, and general cognitive functioning. The 

WASI consists of four subtests: Vocabulary, Block Design, Similarities, and Matrix 

Reasoning. The Vocabulary and Similarities subtests measure verbal IQ (VIQ) and the 

Block Design and Matrix Reasoning subtests measure nonverbal IQ, also known as 

performance IQ (PIQ). Children’s full scale IQ (FSIQ) is calculated from their scores on 

the four subtests. 

The WASI has been found to have excellent internal consistency: Wechsler (1999) 

reported split-half reliability coefficients of .93 for VIQ, .94 for PIQ, and .96 for FSIQ in 

the children’s sample. In addition, the high intraclass correlations obtained for the two 

subtests that required the examiner’s judgment in scoring (.98 for Vocabulary and .99 for 

Similarities) indicate excellent interrater reliability. 

The Vocabulary subtest involved asking the child to give definitions of words. A 

score of two was given for responses that showed a good understanding of meaning, a 

score of one was given for responses that showed some understanding, and a score of 

zero was given for responses that indicated no understanding or very little understanding 

of the word. Children began the subtest at the level appropriate for their age and 

continued until they received five consecutive scores of zero or reached a point that was 

above the level appropriate for their age. The Similarities subtest required children to 

state how two objects or concepts were alike. Scoring was analogous to the Vocabulary 

subtest. Children began the subtest at the level appropriate for their age and continued 
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until they received four consecutive scores of zero or reached a point that was above the 

level appropriate for their age. 

In the Block Design subtest, children were given blocks and asked to construct red 

and white geometric patterns as quickly as they could. The blocks are identical cubes 

with two sides that are all red, two sides that are all white, and two sides that are half red 

and half white. The first three designs were modeled in front of them. The rest of the 

designs were printed and not modeled for them. Scoring depended on whether the child 

was able to correctly replicate the design within a specified time limit. Children began the 

subtest at the level appropriate for their age and continued until they received three 

consecutive scores of zero. In the Matrix Reasoning subtest, children were shown a 

matrix pattern where there was one piece missing. Their task was to carefully examine 

each of five choices and determine which one of them was the missing piece. Children 

began the subtest at the level appropriate for their age and continued until they received 

four consecutive scores of zero, four scores of zero on five consecutive items, or reached 

a point that was above the level appropriate for their age. 

To obtain VMAVIQ, we entered VIQ into the formula below (Wilson, Nathan, 

O'Leary, & Clark, 1996, p. 86): 

VMAVIQ = VIQ × CA 
                100  

where CA stands for chronological age in years. 

General Language Ability 

The other measure of VMA was determined using the core battery of the Clinical 

Evaluation of Language Fundamentals–Fourth Edition (CELF-4) (Semel, Wiig, & 

Secord, 2003). The CELF-4 is a standardized test designed to assess a number of 
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different aspects of language in individuals from 5 to 21 years of age. The core battery 

assesses semantic and syntactic comprehension in both receptive and expressive domains. 

The Concepts and Following Directions and Word Classes–Receptive subtests measure 

receptive language while the Word Structure, Recalling Sentences, Formulated 

Sentences, and Word Classes–Expressive subtests measure expressive language. For 5- to 

8-year-old children, the subtests of the core battery are Concepts and Following 

Directions, Word Structure, Recalling Sentences, and Formulated Sentences. For 9- to 

21-year-olds, the core battery consists of Concepts and Following Directions, Recalling 

Sentences, Formulated Sentences, and Word Classes–Total, which consist of two parts: 

Word Classes–Receptive and Word Classes–Expressive. Scores from the four subtests of 

the core battery yield a core language score (CLS) for each child. 

The CELF-4 has been found to be a highly reliable measure of children’s 

language ability (Semel, Wiig, & Secord, 2003). The core battery has been found to have 

high internal consistency, with a Cronbach’s alpha of .95 across all age groups, and high 

interrater reliability for subtests that were difficult to score objectively, with 90%, 98%, 

and 95% mean agreement on Formulated Sentences, Word Structure, and Word Classes. 

The Concepts and Following Directions subtest required the child to point to 

objects in a picture after hearing oral directions that were given only once (e.g., Point to 

the apples separated by a fish.). A score of one meant that the child was able to following 

the directions correctly and a score of zero meant that the child pointed to the wrong 

objects, pointed to the objects in the wrong order, or forgot the directions. Children began 

the subtest at the level appropriate for their age and continued until they received seven 

consecutive scores of zero after item 24. 
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The Word Structure subtest was only given to children aged 6 to 8 years. In this 

subtest, the examiner showed the child pictures and said some things about each picture. 

The child’s task was to complete the examiner’s sentence based on the picture. For 

example, an item targeting irregular plurals required the examiner to point to a picture of 

one mouse and say, “Here is one mouse,” then point to a picture of two mice and say, 

“and here are two…” and wait for the child to finish the sentence with, “mice.” A score 

of one indicated that the child responded with the correct targeted structure (e.g., “mice” 

or “more mice”) and a score of zero indicated that the child gave an incorrect response 

(e.g., “mouses”). All 6- to 8-year-olds in the study were given the entire subtest. 

In the Recalling Sentences subtest, children repeated sentences after hearing them 

read aloud once by the experimenter. Responses were marked on the number of errors 

(i.e., omissions, additions, transpositions, and substitutions) made in the repetition: a 

score of three was given for error-free repetitions, a score of two was given when only 

one error was made, a score of one was given when two to three errors were made, and a 

score of zero was given if there were four or more errors. Children began the subtest at 

the level appropriate for their age and continued until they received five consecutive zero 

scores. 

The Formulated Sentences subtest required the child to make up a sentence about 

each picture presented to them using a target word (e.g., finally) or phrase (e.g., as soon 

as). Children received a score of two for a complete, semantically and syntactically 

correct sentence that used the target word to talk about something in the picture. A score 

of one was given for complete sentences that used the target word to talk about 

something in the picture and had no more than two deviations in syntax or semantics. A 
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score of zero was given for sentences that were incomplete, had more than two deviations 

in syntax or semantics, did not use the target word or phrase, or was not about something 

in the picture. Children began the subtest at the level appropriate for their age and 

continued until they received five consecutive scores of zero or reached a point that was 

above the level appropriate for their age. 

The Word Classes–Total subtest was only given to children 9 years or older. 

Children were read four words (e.g., pillow, door, blanket, lamp) and asked to choose the 

two words that were related to each other (e.g., pillow, blanket) and describe the 

relationship (e.g., they go on a bed). Each item was worth two points. One point was 

given for correctly identifying the word pair (the receptive part) and one point was given 

for accurately describing the relationship (the expressive part). Children began the subtest 

at the level appropriate for their age and continued until they received five consecutive 

scores of zero on the receptive part. 

To obtain VMACLS, we entered CLS into the formula below (Wilson, Nathan, 

O'Leary, & Clark, 1996, p. 86): 

VMACLS = CLS × CA 
                  100 

where CA stands for chronological age in years. 

Autistic Symptomatology 

The Autism Diagnostic Observation Schedule–General (ADOS-G) (Lord, Rutter, 

DiLavore, & Risi, 2003) is a standardized diagnostic measure that is used to assess and 

diagnose children suspected to be on the autism spectrum. Although we only recruited 

children who had a firm ASD diagnosis for the ASD group, some children may not fall 

on the spectrum based on a more stringent and thorough assessment tool, such as the 
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ADOS-G, than what was used to diagnose them. Other children may have received a 

misdiagnosis or may have grown out of their diagnosis such that they no longer fall on 

the spectrum; therefore, we used the ADOS-G to verify that all of the children in the ASD 

group were indeed still on the autism spectrum. One of four modules can be used with 

each child and selection of the appropriate module was based on the child’s expressive 

language level. Since children in this study had to be able to answer many questions 

verbally, Module 3, which is most appropriate for children and young adolescents who 

are verbally fluent, was used in this study. 

The ADOS-G has been found to have good interrater reliability (Lord, Rutter, 

DiLavore, & Risi, 2002): the percent of exact agreement was, on average, 88.2 for items 

in Module 3. Lord et al (2002) also found high intraclass correlations for interrater 

reliability that ranged from .82 to .93 across the four modules and perfect interrater 

agreement in diagnostic classification (i.e., autistic versus typically developing) for 

Module 3. 

Module 3 of the ADOS-G involved asking children to construct a puzzle, engage 

in some free play using toy figures and objects, engage in some pretend play, describe a 

picture, tell a story from a book of mostly pictures, act out a cartoon, create a story, and 

answer questions about feelings, difficulties with peers, friends and marriage. Children 

were scored on language and communication (e.g., echolalia, reporting of events, 

integration of speech and gesture), quality of social interaction (e.g., eye contact, 

empathy, social overtures), imagination, stereotyped behaviours and restricted interests 

(e.g., unusual interest in play material, compulsions), and other abnormal behaviours 

(e.g., disruptive behaviour). Most of the behaviours were scored on a four-point scale. 
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For stereotypically autistic behaviours, such as immediate echolalia, zero was given if the 

child did not exhibit the behaviour at all, one was given if the child exhibited the 

behaviour on some occasions, two was given if the child often exhibited the behaviour, 

and three was given if the child exhibited the behaviour throughout the whole testing 

session. For other behaviours, such as comments on others’ emotions, the scale was 

reversed such that zero was given if the child communicated a clear understanding and 

shared emotion with others for several different emotions and three represented no 

communication of emotional understanding or shared emotion. Scores were entered into 

an algorithm to yield a total on the Communication subscale and a total on the Reciprocal 

Social Interaction subscale. The cutoff score for the Communication subscale was three 

for autism and two for ASD. The cutoff score for the Reciprocal Social Interaction 

subscale was six for autism and four for ASD. Moreover, the autism cutoff was 10 and 

the ASD cutoff was seven for the two subscales combined. Children who scored below 

seven were not included in the current study. As mentioned above, three children with 

ASD who were tested were excluded. 

The Social Communication Questionnaire–Current (SCQ) (Rutter, Bailey, & 

Lord, 2003) is a parent-report screening measure that taps the symptomatology associated 

with ASD. It was given to parents of both groups of children to (1) verify that the 

children with ASD still carry their diagnoses and (2) ensure that the typically developing 

children did not have autism or the broader autistic phenotype. The questionnaire targets 

problem behaviours that were present within the last three months. Parents responded by 

circling “yes” if the behaviour was present and “no” if they did not notice the behaviour 

over the past three months. Only children who received a score below 12 were included 
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in the TD group. With the exception of the one child mentioned above, only children who 

received a score of 12 or above were included in the ASD group. This child was included 

in the ASD group because (1) she was clearly on the autism spectrum based on the 

ADOS-G, which is not only more comprehensive than the SCQ but also based on 

observation of the child’s behaviour and (2) scores on the SCQ are based on parent 

report, which may be biased by the parent’s experience (or lack thereof) with other 

typically developing children and children with special needs, or may reflect the parent’s 

desire to create the impression that his or her child should not be carrying a diagnosis and 

is typically developing. 

The SCQ has been found to be a reliable measure of autistic symptom severity 

(Rutter, Bailey, & Lord, 2003). Cronbach’s alpha was .84 for 5- to 6-year-olds and .89 

for 7- to 10-year-olds. Cronbach’s alpha ranged from .81 to .92 when cases were broken 

down by diagnostic classification (autism, ASD, and non-spectrum) across all ages. 

Demographics 

 Parents of both groups were given the Demographics Questionnaire (see 

Appendix E) to collect information about family structure, socioeconomic status, and 

history of academic, 

neurological, or psychological problems in the family. 

False Belief Understanding 

 A battery of four false belief tasks was used (see Appendix F). To assess first-

order false belief understanding, we administered the Smarties task (Gopnik & Astington, 

1988), a first-order unexpected contents task and the Maxi task (Wimmer & Perner, 

1983), a first-order unexpected displacement task. In the Smarties task, children were 
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shown a Smarties box and asked, “What do you think is inside this box?” They were then 

shown that there were crayons inside the box and asked the reality question, “What is 

inside this box?” The box was closed back up before they were asked the self false belief 

question: “Before you looked inside this box, what did you think was inside?” A 

character, Ben, who had never seen what was inside the box, was then introduced and 

children were asked the other false belief question: “What does Ben think is inside this 

box?” In the Maxi task, children were introduced to another character, Mark, who puts 

his ball away in a box and goes outside to play. They were then asked the first memory 

control question: “Where did Mark put his ball?” Children then witnessed Mark’s sister 

move the ball to a toy chest while Mark was still outside. They were then asked the 

second memory control question: “Where is the ball now?” Subsequently, they were told 

that Mark wants to play with his ball after he comes back into the house and were asked 

the false belief question: “Where will Mark look for his ball?” 

Children who passed at least one of the questions on the first-order false belief 

tasks were given two second-order false belief tasks, both of which were unexpected 

displacement tasks: the Ice Cream Van task (Perner & Wimmer, 1985) and the Chocolate 

Bar task (Hogrefe, Wimmer, & Perner, 1986). In the Ice Cream Van task, two characters, 

John and Emma, were playing in the park when they encountered an ice cream van. 

Emma decided to run home to get some money for ice cream. While she was gone, the 

ice cream man told John that he was going to the school to sell ice cream. Then, on his 

way to the school, the ice cream man met Emma and told her that he was headed to the 

school. Children were asked two memory control questions about what the ice cream man 

said, the first asked after he spoke to John, and the second asked after he spoke to Emma. 
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They were then asked whether John knows that Emma knows where the ice cream man is 

now (knowledge question) and where John thinks Emma will go to buy ice cream (false 

belief question). In the Chocolate Bar task, a sister and a brother, Mary and Simon, were 

given a chocolate bar to share. After they put the chocolate into the cupboard together, 

Mary went outside to play. Children were asked the first memory control question at this 

point: “Where did they put the chocolate?” Simon then sneakily moved the chocolate to a 

toy chest while his sister was still outside. Unbeknownst to Simon, though, Mary was 

actually watching him hide the chocolate in the toy chest through the window. The 

second memory control question was asked at this point: “Where is the chocolate now?” 

Children were asked whether Simon knows that Mary knows where the chocolate is now 

(knowledge question) and where Simon thinks Mary will look for the chocolate when she 

returns (false belief question). 

All false belief tasks were acted out using figurines of people and other key 

objects specific to each task. On each question, one point was given for each correct 

answer. The maximum first-order false belief score was three and the maximum second-

order false belief score was four. Summing the scores from all four false belief tasks 

yielded an overall false belief score for each child. The first-order, second-order, and 

overall false belief scores were then divided by three, four, and seven, respectively (i.e., 

the maximum score) to yield the proportion correct on first-order, second-order, and first- 

and second-order tasks. Inclusion of the memory control questions helped ensure that 

children were paying attention to and understanding the vignettes. If children failed a 

memory control question on a task, their score on that task was not used in calculating 

their proportion correct. For example, if a child said that the ice cream man told John that 
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he is going to the ice cream store instead of to the school, his score on the Ice Cream Van 

task would not be used in calculating his second-order false belief score, which would 

only be based on his score on the Chocolate Bar task (if he correctly answered the two 

memory questions on the Chocolate Bar task). In calculating the proportion correct for 

this child, his second-order and overall false belief score would be divided by two and 

five, respectively. 

Antisocial Lie-Telling Ability 

A modified temptation resistance paradigm (Talwar & Lee, 2002) was used to 

investigate children’s antisocial lie-telling ability. The procedure (see Appendix G) 

involved setting children up in a situation where they were tempted to commit a 

transgression (i.e., do something that they were asked not to do) and then to deny that 

they had committed the transgression (i.e., to tell a lie). Children played a game with an 

experimenter (E1) who placed a stuffed toy behind their back and played a sound. Their 

task was to guess what the toy was based on the sound that was playing. On the first two 

trials, the sound that was played was associated with the toy placed behind them (i.e., 

Elmo was paired with Elmo’s signature laughter). On the test trial, the toy was paired 

with Christmas music from musical card. Right before the test trial was presented, a 

second experimenter (E2) knocked on the door and asked for the book that she had lent to 

E1, who replied by saying that the book was in her car and that she will go retrieve it 

right away. After E2 closed the door behind her, E1 told the child that she will leave him 

or her in the room with the sound playing while she goes to her car to get a book for E2. 

The child was also told not to turn around to look at the toy and then left alone in the 

experimental room for one minute. When E1 re-entered the room, she did not know 
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whether or not the child had peeked. Once E1 entered the room, she covered the toy with 

a large towel, turned the child around to face her, and asked the antisocial lie question: 

“Did you turn around to look at the toy while I was gone?” Children were asked what 

they think the toy is (‘what’ SLC question) and why (‘why’ SLC question). 

The antisocial lie question was scored out of one: children received zero for 

indicating that they had looked at the toy and one for lying. The ‘what’ question was also 

scored out of one: a score of one was awarded for incorrect answers or responses that 

indicated that they did not know what the toy was. Correct answers received zero because 

they betrayed the children’s knowledge of the toy; that is, correct answers were 

inconsistent with children’s false denials: they did not peek, yet they knew what the toy 

was. The ‘why’ question was scored on a three-point scale that ranged from zero, 

representing poor SLC, to three, representing excellent SLC. A score of zero was given if 

they gave themselves away or somehow implicated themselves in peeking and lying 

about it (e.g., “It’s a bird because I saw it.”). A score of one was awarded for displaying 

some SLC; that is, the child did not give himself away but responded with an irrelevant 

statement that did not attempt to answer the question. Children who used an ineffective 

strategy (e.g., shrugs or says, “I just know.”) or gave a logical, but unlikely, explanation 

(e.g., “It’s a bird because it sounded like a bird singing a Christmas song.”) received a 

score of two. Finally, children who used an effective strategy that was logical (e.g., “It’s 

Barney because I heard the music and I know Barney’s music.”) received a score of three 

for exercising excellent SLC. The two measures of SLC were analyzed separately, as 

they tap slightly different aspects of the construct: the what question measured the ability 
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to cover their initial lie (i.e., their false denial), whereas the why question measured the 

ability to tell another lie, one that is more elaborated than the initial lie. 

Prosocial Lie-Telling Ability 

 An undesirable gift paradigm similar to the procedure used in Talwar, Murphy, 

and Lee (2007) was used to investigate children’s prosocial lie-telling ability (see 

Appendix H). Children were given an unattractive prize for winning a game. To 

determine what should be used as the unattractive prize, children went into the 

experimental room with E2 while E1 was obtaining consent from the parent in another 

room. E2 then took out four age-appropriate toys and a used, unscented, plain white bar 

of soap from a basket and asked them which one they like the best and which one they 

did not like. The four age-appropriate toys (e.g., ball, calculator ruler, dinosaur fossil kit, 

stamp markers, flashlight keychain) were always purchased from Dollarama but were 

carefully chosen for each child based on his or her parent’s responses on the Reinforcer 

Survey (see Appendix B), which included questions about favourite pastimes, activities, 

as well as what motivates the child the most. If they indicated that the one that they did 

not like was anything other than the soap, E2 put that toy away and then asked, “Out of 

these three, which one don’t you like?” It was expected that most children would indicate 

that they did not like the bar of soap. The toy or object that they did not like was used as 

their prize. When E1 entered the experimental room, E2 left the room without looking at 

or speaking to E1 such that the child saw that there was no way E2 could have 

communicated to E1 which toy they liked the best. Then, children played a game with E1 

where they were shown a part of a picture and asked to guess what the picture was. They 

were told that they would receive a prize if they made five correct guesses. The game was 
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set up such that all children won. After they made four correct guesses, E2 knocked on 

the door and told E1 that she had a very important phone call. Once E2 closed the door 

behind her, E1 finished the game with the child and said that she had to go out to take 

that phone call. Then very quickly, E1 said, “I forgot to ask E2 what you liked so here’s 

your prize.” Since we expected that most children would indicate that they did not like 

the bar of soap, another bar of soap that was wrapped with a black garbage bag was used 

as the unattractive prize for most of the children. E2 also told the child to open the prize 

up before placing the wrapped bar of soap in front of them and leaving the room for one 

minute, during which the child had the opportunity to see what the prize was and to react 

to such an unexpected prize (e.g., come to terms with it and hide their disappointment). In 

the odd case where the bar of soap was not one of the child’s least-liked items, the toy 

that they indicated that they did not like was used as the unattractive prize. Because these 

prizes could not be wrapped due to practical reasons, E1 made sure she left quickly 

enough to avoid seeing or hearing children’s initial reaction (e.g., disappointment). Upon 

returning, E1 sat down to face the child and asked the prosocial lie question: “Do you 

like the prize that I gave you?” Responses were coded on two levels. On the dichotomous 

scale, positive responses were awarded a score of one and negative responses were 

awarded a score of zero. The other scale ranged from zero to three: zero was awarded if 

they shook their head or said no, one was awarded if they did not say no but told an 

unconvincing lie (e.g., “it’s okay” or “yeah, but when the other girl was in here it was my 

least favourite”), two was awarded if they nodded or said yes, and three was awarded if 

they told a convincing lie (e.g., “I finally get my own bar of soap”). Children were then 

asked if they would like to exchange their prize for something else from the basket. 
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Whether or not they chose to exchange their prize was a check that children did not like 

the bar of soap (or whatever they received as their prize). 

Procedure 

 Children were tested individually in the ASD Studies laboratory at Queen’s 

University over two sessions with each session lasting anywhere from 45 to 90 minutes. 

While most participants completed the two sessions on different days, a few participants 

who travelled to the lab from out-of-town completed the two sessions in one day, with a 

one- to two-hour lunch break in between each session. The time lag between the first and 

second sessions ranged from 0 to 147 days. On average, the second testing session was 

completed within 3 weeks of the first session. In the ASD group, half of the children were 

given the ADOS-G and the WASI in the first session and the other half were given the 

CELF-4, false belief tasks, temptation resistance paradigm, and undesirable gift paradigm 

in the first session. In the TD group, the only difference from the ASD group was that 

they were not given the ADOS-G. The tasks were partially counterbalanced (see 

Appendix L) across children. During the first session, parents were asked to fill out the 

Demographics Questionnaire and the SCQ. 

Children did not receive feedback on whether their responses were correct on the 

standardized tests and false belief tasks. During both experimental paradigms, children 

received ample positive reinforcement for making correct guesses. Breaks were only 

given when the child seemed tired and when it was necessary for maintaining rapport 

with the child. All children, regardless of whether or not they had lied, were given a 

thorough debriefing (see Appendix I) at the end of the session in which they were given 

the experimental paradigms. The more thorough debriefing procedure (see Appendix J) 
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was used for a subset of participants because the questions asked in the undesirable gift 

paradigm did not inform us about children’s conceptual understanding of prosocial lies 

(e.g., when and why do people tell prosocial lies?). Clearance was given by the Queen’s 

University General Research Ethics Board to use responses during the debriefing session 

as data and to include two additional questions: “Why did you tell me you like the soap 

even though you don’t really like soap?” and “Would you like to make another trade and 

exchange your new prize for the soap?” Parents were also given a handout of answers to 

common questions that parents often have about children’s lie-telling behaviour to take 

home with them (see Appendix K). 

Testing sessions were videotaped for three reasons: (1) to code whether the child 

had peeked at the toy after the experimenter had left the room in the temptation resistance 

paradigm, (2) so that a blind-coder could code children’s responses during the false belief 

tasks and experimental paradigms, and (3) so that the experimenter did not have to record 

everything that the child said and did at the time of testing to facilitate quicker testing 

sessions. 
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Chapter 3: Results 

Preliminary Analyses 

Reliability Analysis 

The behaviours and responses of all of the children on tasks other than the 

standardized measures were independently coded by Annie Li and an undergraduate 

research assistant, who was blind to the hypotheses of the study and did not have 

diagnostic information about each child. Although some of the children with ASD 

displayed behaviours characteristic of autism (e.g., lack of eye contact with the 

experimenters), all of them communicated and interacted well with the experimenters. 

Furthermore, some of the children in the TD group were extremely shy and did not 

always modulate eye contact during interactions with the experimenters. Therefore, it 

was not always obvious to the blind-coder which group each child belonged to and at 

least for a majority of the cases, she could not be sure of the child’s group membership. 

Reliability analyses indicate 100% agreement between the two coders on second-order 

false belief scores and whether or not children had peeked at the toy, told an antisocial 

lie, and told a prosocial lie. There was high inter-rater reliability between the two coders 

on children’s first-order false belief scores (κ = .97), prosocial lie-telling ability (i.e., not 

only whether or not they told a prosocial lie, but how believable was their lie; κ = .96), 

and SLC in response to the ‘what’ question (κ = .91) and the ‘why’ question (κ = .83). 

Discrepancies between scores given by the two coders were resolved through discussion. 

Reliability of False Belief Task Battery 

Reliability analyses were conducted to estimate the internal consistency of the 

first-order false belief battery (comprised of the Smarties task and Maxi task), second-
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order false belief battery (comprised of the Ice Cream Van task and Chocolate Bar task), 

and overall false belief battery (comprised of all four false belief tasks) for each group. 

There was low internal consistency between the two first-order false belief tasks (α = .29) 

and the two second-order false belief tasks (α = .45) for the TD group. Note that although 

these results suggest that the two tasks within each battery did not ‘hang together’ for our 

sample of typically developing children, there were only two tasks in each battery. For 

the ASD group, there was low internal consistency between the two first-order false 

belief tasks (α = .59) and high internal consistency between the two second-order false 

belief tasks (α = .92). When all four false belief tasks were analyzed together, the internal 

consistency was acceptable (α = .64) for the TD group and high (α = .86) for the ASD 

group, suggesting that the four tasks may be measuring the same underlying construct for 

both groups. 

Order Effects 

As participants were randomly assigned to complete the testing sessions in one of 

four orders, we ran a series of analyses to make sure there were no effects of condition on 

participants’ peeking behaviour, as well as their ability and propensity to tell antisocial 

lies and prosocial lies, and exercise SLC. Chi-squared tests of association comparing 

peeking behaviour, antisocial lie-telling ability, SLC, and prosocial lie-telling ability 

found no significant differences in scores between the four conditions for the ASD group 

(lowest p-value was .23) and for the TD group (lowest p-value was .59). 

Peeking Behaviour in the Temptation Resistance Paradigm 

The ability to tell antisocial lies could only be assessed for those who committed 

the transgression (i.e., peeked at the toy) in the temptation resistance paradigm and thus 
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needed to conceal their misdeed. One child in the ASD group could not be included in the 

present analyses on antisocial lie-telling ability because his actions clearly showed that, 

unlike all the other children in the study, he did not pay attention to or care about the 

experimenter’s instructions to not peek at the toy: he had seized the toy and the musical 

card during the experimenter’s absence and was playing with them in his lap when the 

experimenter returned to the experimental room. In other words, this child was not asked 

the antisocial lie and SLC questions because he either did not bother hiding the fact the 

he had peeked or did not even remember that he was asked not to peek. Thus, a total of 

15 children in the ASD group and 15 children in the TD group were included in the 

analysis on antisocial lie-telling ability. 

Desirability of the Bar of Soap in the Undesirable Gift Paradigm 

The ability to tell prosocial lies could not be assessed in seven typically 

developing children and one child with ASD because they were given a version of the 

undesirable gift paradigm that was used by Talwar, Murphy, and Lee (2007). In this 

earlier version of the paradigm, parents, rather than the second experimenter, were sent 

into the experimental room to probe how their child actually felt about their prize, which 

was a bar of soap (i.e., whether or not they really liked such an unexpected and 

undesirable prize). However, these children claimed that they liked the bar of soap even 

when they were alone in the room with their mother. Whether they wanted to appear 

polite to their mother even though the prize was not from their mother or they were afraid 

that their mother would tell the experimenter how they actually felt about the prize, these 

children could not be assessed on their prosocial lie-telling ability as we were unable to 

verify whether they did or did not like the bar of soap. One additional child in the TD 
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group was excluded from the present analysis on prosocial lie-telling ability because he 

did not pass the experimental check on the undesirability of the prize; that is, he refused 

to trade the prize he had received for a more desirable prize. 

Two of the children in the ASD group did not show dislike for the bar of soap 

(i.e., when the second experimenter asked them which items they did not like, the two 

items that they picked did not include the bar of soap). These two children were not 

dropped from the present analysis because (1) when given the opportunity, both 

exchanged their prize for what they liked the best and (2) one child spontaneously 

revealed that he likes the taste of soap while the parent of the other child mentioned that 

her son’s hobbies include soap carving. The rest of the children indicated that they did 

not like the bar of soap or that they did not like one of the other items and the bar of soap 

(i.e., soap was their second least-liked item from the basket). All of these children were 

given the bar of soap as their prize and all of them traded in their prize when asked if they 

wanted to exchange it for something else from the basket. Thus, a total of 18 children in 

the ASD group and 22 children in the TD group were included in the analysis on 

prosocial lie-telling ability. 

Group Differences 

False Belief Understanding 

Figure 1 shows children’s performance on the false belief task battery. As 

expected, the TD group scored significantly higher than the ASD group on both first-

order, t(28.76) = 3.12, p < .01, and second-order false belief tasks, t(29.75) = 2.76, p = 

.01. 
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Figure 1. Mean proportion correct (+SE) in the ASD (n = 19) and TD (n = 30) groups on 

first-order and second-order false belief tasks. 

 

Antisocial Lie-Telling Ability 

A total of 15 children in the ASD group and 15 children in the TD group peeked 

at the toy and therefore could be included in the analysis on antisocial lie-telling ability. 

Peekers from the two groups were comparable in terms of VMAVIQ, t(28) = .83, p = .41. 

The TD peeker subgroup scored significantly higher than the peeker ASD subgroup on 

both first-order, t(28) = 2.50, p = .02, and second-order, t(28) = 2.12, p = .04, false belief 

tasks. 

Consistent with our hypothesis that both typically developing children and 

children with ASD would tell antisocial lies, 14 of the 15 (93%) who peeked in the ASD 

group and 13 of the 15 (87%) who peeked in the TD group told an antisocial lie by 
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 SLC could only be assessed in children who peeked and told an antisocial lie. In 

response to the ‘what’ question only 1 of 14 (7%) children in the ASD group while 7 of 

13 (54%) children in the TD group feigned ignorance, χ2(1) = 7.05, p < .01. In response 

to the ‘why’ question children in the ASD group did not differ significantly from those in 

the TD group, χ2(3) = 3.64, p = .30. Figure 2 shows that even though the two groups did 

not differ statistically, it seems that more children in the TD group used effective 

strategies than did children in the ASD group. Figure 3 summarizes how the groups 

differed on peeking behaviour, antisocial lie-telling, SLC, and prosocial lie-telling.  

 

 

Figure 2. Percentage of children in the ASD (n = 14) and TD (n = 13) groups who gave 

themselves away, made an irrelevant statement, used an ineffective strategy, and used an 

effective strategy in response to the ‘why’ question: “Why do you think so?” 
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Figure 3. Percentage of children in the ASD (n = 18) and TD (n = 30) groups who 

peeked; told an antisocial lie (n = 15 and 15 respectively); exercised SLC in response to 

the ‘what’ question (n = 14 and 13 respectively); exercised at least some SLC in response 

to the ‘why’ question (n = 14 and 13 respectively); and told a prosocial lie (n = 18 and 22 

respectively). 
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Contrary to our hypothesis that typically developing children would tell prosocial 

lies while children with ASD would not tell prosocial lies, the majority of children in 

both groups (83% in the ASD group and 68% in the TD group) responded positively to 

the experimenter when she asked them if they liked their prize. Moreover, the two groups 

did not differ significantly on whether or not they told a prosocial lie, χ2(1) = 1.21, p = 

.27, or how convincing their lies were, χ2(3) = 1.19, p = .76. Figure 4 shows that the 

majority of children in both groups responded to prosocial lie question by nodding or 

saying yes without elaboration to make their lie more convincing or reveal how they 

really felt about the bar of soap. 

 

 

Figure 4. Percentage of children in the ASD (n = 18) and TD (n = 22) groups who told 

the truth, told an unconvincing lie, told a simple lie, or told a convincing lie in response 

to the prosocial lie question, “Do you like the prize that I gave you?” 
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 We had intended to run a set of two discriminant function analyses (DFAs) for 

each group to explore factors that might predict whether or not a child lies with VMACLS, 

and overall false belief understanding as predictors and lying ability as the criterion (i.e., 

one DFA for antisocial lie-telling ability and one DFA for prosocial lie-telling ability). 

However, results from these discriminant function analyses would not be valid given the 

present dataset (Tabachnick & Fidell, 2007): (1) we did not meet the general 

recommendation that there be at least five times as many cases in each category as 

independent variables since very few children in the present dataset told the truth and (2) 

tolerance values indicate a multicollinearity issue (i.e., the variables of interest are highly 

correlated with each other). Logistic regression analyses would also produce invalid 

results due to the multicollinearity issue. Thus, we were only justified in running 

correlational analyses in the present study (see Table 1). 

We had also planned to investigate whether second-order false belief 

understanding predicted SLC by running a set of two DFAs for each group with VMACLS 

and second-order false belief understanding as predictors and SLC as the criterion (i.e., 

one DFA for the ‘what’ measure and one DFA for the ‘why’ measure of SLC). For the 

same reasons outlined above, we resorted to running correlational analyses (see Table 2). 

All correlational analyses were conducted separately for the two groups. 

Relationship between Lie-Telling Ability and VMACLS 

 This set of exploratory correlational analyses produced interesting results: 

children in the ASD group who told an antisocial lie tended to have a lower VMACLS, 

rpb(15) = -.57, p < .05, while children in the TD group who exercised SLC on the ‘what’ 

question tended to have a higher VMACLS, rpb(13) = .69, p < .01. 
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Table 1 

Intercorrelations Among Antisocial and Prosocial Lie-Telling Ability, False Belief 

Understanding, and Verbal Mental Age for the ASD and TD Groups 

  1 2 3 4 5 6 

  ASD group 

1. Antisocial Lie-Telling – .68** .56* -.10 -.39 -.57* 

2. Prosocial Lie-Telling   – .85** .03 -.12 -.13 

3. Convincingness of Prosocial Lie     – -.11 -.22 -.19 

4. First-Order False Belief       – .76** .57* 

5. Second-Order False Belief         – .76** 

6. VMACLS           – 

  TD group 

1. Antisocial Lie-Telling – -.22 -.14 -.29 -.22 -.09 

2. Prosocial Lie-Telling   – .90** .27 -.12 .02 

3. Convincibility of Prosocial Lie     – .20 -.07 -.06 

4. First-Order False Belief       – .57** .28 

5. Second-Order False Belief         – .38* 

6. VMACLS           – 

 
*p < .05. **p < .01. 
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Table 2 

Intercorrelations Among SLC, False Belief Understanding, and Verbal Mental Age for 

the ASD and TD Groups 

  1 2 3 4 5 

  ASD group 

1. ‘What’ Question – .41 .11 .29 .20 

2. ‘Why’ Question   – .42 .29 .32 

3. First-Order False Belief     – .76** .57* 

4. Second-Order False Belief       – .76** 

5. VMACLS         – 

  TD group 

1. ‘What’ Question – .41 .27 .72** .69** 

2. ‘Why’ Question   – .45 .43 -.12 

3. First-Order False Belief     – .57** .28 

4. Second-Order False Belief       – .38* 

5. VMACLS         – 

 
*p < .05. **p < .01. 
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Relationship between False Belief Understanding and VMACLS 

 Consistent with previous studies examining false belief understanding and VMA, 

the VMACLS of children with ASD were significantly related to their false belief 

understanding: children with a higher VMACLS tended to have higher scores on first-

order, r(19) = .57, p = .01, and second-order, r(19) = .76, p < .01, false belief tasks. In the 

TD group, children with a higher VMACLS also tended to have higher scores on second-

order false belief tasks, r(30) = .38, p = .04. 

Relationship between Lie-Telling Ability and False Belief Understanding 

We ran a series of correlations to examine the relationship between lie-telling 

ability and false belief understanding in each group. Neither antisocial lie-telling ability 

or prosocial lie-telling ability were found to be related to first- or second-order false 

belief understanding in either the ASD group or the TD group. We also ran correlations 

to investigate whether SLC was related to second-order false belief understanding. 

Consistent with the literature on lie-telling abilities of typically developing children, 

scores on second-order false belief tasks were significantly correlated with SLC on the 

‘what’ question, rpb(13) = .72, p < .01, but not on the ‘why’ question, r(13) = .43, p = .14. 

That is, typically developing children who exercised SLC on the ‘what’ question tended 

to have better second-order false belief understanding. On the other hand, SLC was not 

found to be related to false belief understanding in the ASD group; however, it should be 

noted that only one child in this group exercised this level of control. 

 Because VMACLS was found to be related to SLC to the ‘what’ question and 

second-order false belief understanding in the TD group, we ran a partial correlation to 

explore whether the relation between SLC and false belief understanding would hold 
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after controlling for the effects of age and general language ability. The result reveal that 

SLC and second-order false belief understanding remain significantly correlated with 

each other even after controlling for VMACLS, pr(10) = .68, p = .02. 

Relationship between Antisocial and Prosocial Lie-Telling Abilities 

 In the ASD group, children who told an antisocial lie tended to tell a prosocial lie 

as well, rφ(14) = .68, p = .01. Children in the ASD group who told an antisocial lie also 

tended to tell a more convincing prosocial lie, rpb(14) = .56, p = .04. By contrast, 

antisocial lie-telling was not found to be related to prosocial lie-telling propensity or 

ability in typically developing children. 

 Because VMACLS was found to be related to antisocial lie-telling in the ASD 

group, we ran a series of partial correlations to explore whether the relation between 

antisocial lie-telling and prosocial lie-telling in the ASD group would hold after 

controlling for the effect of VMACLS. Even after we controlled for the effect of VMACLS, 

children in the ASD group who told an antisocial lie tended to tell a prosocial lie, pr(11) 

= .75, p < .01. Moreover, children who told an antisocial lie tended to tell a more 

convincing prosocial lie, pr(11) = .56, p = .05. 
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Chapter 4: Discussion 

 The purpose of the present study was twofold: (1) to explore the ability and 

propensity of children with ASD to tell antisocial and/or prosocial lies in an experimental 

setting, and (2) to explore the relationship between false belief understanding and lie-

telling ability in children with ASD. 

Can Children with ASD Tell Antisocial Lies? 

Drawing from the previous finding that a small proportion of children with ASD 

can be motivated to tell a lie regarding the whereabouts of a piece of candy (Sodian & 

Frith, 1992), we hypothesized that some children in the ASD group would tell an 

antisocial lie to conceal a misdeed. We found that, of the children who were successfully 

tempted to commit a transgression in the temptation resistance paradigm, the majority of 

children with ASD and typically developing children told an antisocial lie when asked if 

they had committed the transgression. Thus, contrary to parental reports that individuals 

with ASD do not, or are unable to, deceive others, our results show that higher 

functioning children with ASD are able to tell lies of their own volition. 

However, we did find that children with ASD had more difficulty than typically 

developing children in maintaining consistency between the initial lie and subsequent 

statements; that is, children with ASD had difficulty exercising SLC. We used two 

follow-up questions to measure SLC: “What do you think the toy is?” (‘what’ SLC 

question) and “Why do you think so?” (‘why’ SLC question). Although half of the 

typically developing children in our sample exercised SLC in response to the ‘what’ 

question, only one child with ASD did so. On the other hand, we did not find significant 

differences between the two groups in response to the ‘why’ question. However, 
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inspection of the number of children in each group who gave themselves away, gave an 

irrelevant statement, used an ineffective strategy, or used an effective strategy in response 

to the ‘why’ question suggests that more typically developing children used effective 

strategies than did children with ASD. 

Can Children with ASD Tell Prosocial Lies? 

Previous research show that individuals with ASD have impairments in 

recognizing and understanding other’s prosocial lies (Happé, 1994) and affective states 

(Brent, Rios, Happé, & Charman, 2004; Hobson, 1986; Tager-Flusberg, 1992) as well as 

empathizing with others’ feelings (Hobson, Harris, García-Pérez, & Hobson, 2009); 

accordingly, we hypothesized that children in the ASD group would not tell a prosocial 

lie for the benefit of others. Contrary to our expectation, we found that many children in 

the ASD group told a prosocial lie. The two groups did not differ in their ability and 

propensity to tell a prosocial lie. Even when children’s responses were rated on a more 

comprehensive scale—not simply whether or not their response was positive (e.g., 

“Yes.”), but also how convincing it was (e.g., “Yes, I finally get my own bar of soap.”)—

children with ASD did not differ from typically developing children. It is important to 

note that this latter result may be due to a lack of variability in children’s responses: the 

majority of children in both groups responded to prosocial lie question by nodding or 

saying yes without elaboration; many children gave the simplest response to the 

experimenter’s question and did not make any attempts to convince the experimenter that 

they really did like the soap. 

Because the questions asked in the undesirable gift paradigm were unable to 

inform us about children’s understanding of when and why people tell prosocial lies, we 
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could not be sure that children were lying for the benefit of others (i.e., to be polite to the 

experimenter or to spare the experimenter’s feelings). Therefore, a subset of participants 

who told a prosocial lie was asked a follow-up question: “Why did you say that you liked 

your prize even though you don’t really like soap?” Responses to the follow-up question 

revealed that neither children with ASD nor typically developing children within our 

subsample could articulate why people tell prosocial lies, which suggests that children 

who told a prosocial lie did not necessarily lie to be polite or to protect the experimenter 

from feeling hurt. The most common response from children from both groups were, “I 

don’t know” and “I forget.” Other responses include “I just said that,” “I was joking,” and 

“Well, I didn’t. Soap is boring.” 

Is False Belief Understanding Related to Lie-Telling Abilities in Children with ASD? 

Our results show that children with ASD have both the ability and the propensity 

to tell antisocial and prosocial lies. Previous studies examining deception in typical 

development have shown lie-telling ability to be related to performance on false belief 

tasks (Polak & Harris, 1999; Talwar & Lee, 2002a; Talwar, Gordon, & Lee, 2007; 

Talwar & Lee, 2008a). The second aim of the present study was to explore whether lie-

telling ability is related to false belief understanding in children with ASD. 

Given the extensive literature documenting the ToM deficit in individuals with 

ASD (Baron-Cohen, Leslie, & Frith, 1985; Brent, Rios, Happé, & Charman, 2004; 

Happé, 1995; Yirmiya, Erel, Shaked, & Solomonica-Levi, 1998), we expected typically 

developing children to demonstrate greater false belief understanding than children with 

ASD. As expected, children with ASD scored significantly lower than typically 

developing children on both first-order and second-order false belief tasks, despite the 
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two groups being matched on VMA. While the relationship between lie-telling ability 

and false belief understanding was purely exploratory for the ASD group, we 

hypothesized that, as Polak and Harris (1999) found, antisocial lie-telling ability would 

be related to first-order false belief understanding and, as Talwar, Gordon, and Lee 

(2007) and Talwar and Lee (2008a) found, SLC will be related to second-order false 

belief understanding in typically developing children. 

False Belief Understanding and Antisocial Lie-Telling Ability 

Contrary to our hypothesis, the ability and propensity to tell antisocial lies was not 

significantly correlated with false belief understanding in children with or without ASD. 

However, it is important to note that while the typically developing children in our study 

were between 6 and 10 years of age, Polak and Harris (1999) examined 3- to 5-year-olds, 

and Talwar and Lee (2008a) examined 3- to 8-year-olds. We examined children between 

6 and 10 years of age because only older and higher functioning children with ASD were 

able to understand and follow the instructions given in the present study; thus, in order to 

match the two participant groups on VMA, we recruited an older sample of typically 

developing children. Since the typically developing children in our study were much 

older than those examined in previous studies, they scored much higher on the first-order 

false belief tasks, which may have decreased the variability to detect a potential relation 

between antisocial lie-telling and first-order false belief understanding. We did not find a 

relationship between antisocial lie-telling and first-order false belief scores in children 

with ASD even though this group scored significantly lower than typically developing 

children on the first-order false belief tasks. Is antisocial lie-telling ability, then, not 

related to false belief understanding in children with ASD? Though our results suggest 
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that antisocial lie-telling ability may not be related to false belief understanding in 

children with ASD, caution must be used when interpreting null findings. 

 With regards to SLC, we found a significant correlation between responses on the 

‘what’ question and second-order false belief scores in typically developing children, as 

predicted. That is, children who feigned ignorance about the identity of the toy tended to 

have better second-order false belief understanding. This relation is robust as it remains 

statistically significant even after controlling for age and general language ability. 

Children’s answers to the ‘why’ question when they gave the correct answer to the 

‘what’ question (i.e., they did not feign ignorance) were analyzed. We did not find a 

significant correlation between responses on the ‘why’ question and second-order false 

belief scores. Of the children who did not feign ignorance, the majority of them used an 

ineffective strategy in explaining how they knew the identity of the toy, such as “I just 

know” and “I just guessed.” It should be noted that only six typically developing children 

in the present peeked, lied about peeking, did not feign ignorance when asked what they 

thought the toy was, and thus, could have their explanations analyzed. While Talwar and 

Lee (2008a) found that second-order false belief scores predicted how well 3- to 8-year-

olds explained how they knew what the toy was, our result is consistent with that of 

Talwar, Gordon, and Lee (2007), who also examined elementary- school-aged children 

(i.e., 6- to 11-year-olds). 

 In children with ASD, SLC was not found to be correlated with second-order false 

belief understanding. Again, null findings are difficult to interpret and it is important to 

use caution when interpreting statistically nonsignificant findings; yet, they do lead us to 

speculate on the possibility that lie-telling in children with ASD may not be related to 
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false belief understanding. If it is the case that the ability to tell lies is not related to false 

belief understanding in children with ASD, then the lie-telling abilities and false belief 

understanding demonstrated by the ASD group in the present study may be interpreted to 

reflect that children with ASD do not have a ToM and the success demonstrated by some 

of the children in this group on the false belief task battery does not reflect ToM 

understanding. This interpretation suggests the possibility that the lies told by children 

with ASD may be learned strategies used to manipulate others’ behaviours and 

consequently avoid punishment. These strategies may be scripted and not involve 

manipulating the beliefs of another person. For example, a child with ASD may have 

learned that when he commits a transgression, the adult who had previously warned him 

against committing the transgression will be angry and may punish him. However, if he 

denies having committed the transgression, he is usually able to avoid punishment. In the 

highly similar situation where the experimenter asked if he had peeked at a toy that he 

was told not to peek at, the child told a lie to avoid punishment rather than to create a 

false belief in the experimenter. As previously discussed, such deceptive acts may simply 

demonstrate that children can manipulate others’ behaviours but do not necessarily reflect 

the presence of a ToM (Moore, 2006; Sodian, Taylor, Harris, & Perner, 1991). 

If children in the ASD group do not have a ToM, then how can we explain the 

success demonstrated by some of the children in this group on the false belief tasks? 

Previous research has found that a proportion of adolescents and higher functioning 

children with ASD are able to succeed on standard first-order false belief tasks (Prior, 

Dahlstrom, & Squires, 1990) and even second-order false belief tasks (Happé, 1994; 

Tager-Flusberg & Sullivan, 1994). The age at which individuals with ASD begin to 
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succeed on false belief tasks, however, is much older than the age at which typically 

developing children begin to pass these tasks. Some researchers have cautioned that 

individuals with ASD may have arrived at the correct answers on false belief tasks 

through cognitive processes different from those used by typically developing children 

(Bloom & German, 2000; Frith, Morton, & Leslie, 1991; Gopnik, Capps, & Meltzoff, 

2000; Happé, 1995). For example, individuals with ASD may be working out the 

appropriate responses on false belief tasks in a more methodological, logical manner than 

typically developing children. Individuals with ASD may have to use scripted 

knowledge, which is heavily dependent on their verbal ability, to figure out the correct 

answers to false belief tasks whereas the correct answers are more intuitive or obvious to 

typically developing children once they have acquired a ToM. If success on false belief 

tasks simply indicates that an individual with ASD can ‘hack out,’ or reason through, the 

solution without having a true understanding of the false beliefs of another person, it is 

not surprising that performance on false belief tasks was not found to be related to lie-

telling ability in children with ASD. 

The pattern of correlations found among lie-telling ability, false belief 

understanding, and VMA provides some support for this first interpretation. We found 

that children in the ASD group who had a lower VMA tended to have lower first- and 

second-order false belief scores. Thus, children with ASD who had a higher VMA may 

have passed some of the false belief tasks by ‘hacking out’, or verbally reasoning 

through, the correct answers. Antisocial lie-telling in children with ASD was found to be 

negatively related to their VMA—that is, those in the ASD group who told an antisocial 

lie also tended to have a lower VMA—while SLC in this group was not found to be 
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related to VMA or false belief scores. Thus, it appears that whether or not a child with 

ASD tells an antisocial lie may depend on age and general language ability but not on 

false belief understanding. How well they can exercise SLC may depend on factors other 

than those examined in the present study, such as past experience in situations similar to 

the temptation resistance paradigm and whether they were rewarded (i.e., successfully 

avoided punishment) by telling lies and covering up their lies by telling more lies. 

It should be noted that children in the TD group who had a lower VMA also 

tended to have lower second-order false belief scores. This result is consistent with the 

previous finding that language ability is related to performance on ToM tasks in typically 

developing children (Astington & Baird, 2005). Although it could be argued that 

typically developing children also ‘hacked out’ correct answers on second-order false 

belief tasks, SLC in this group was found to be related to second-order false belief scores 

even after we accounted for the effects of age and general language ability. Therefore, it 

appears that while antisocial lie-telling behaviour in typically developing children is 

related to their false belief understanding, this same relation may not hold in children 

with ASD. More research is needed to elucidate this question. 

Alternatively, it is possible that antisocial lie-telling ability and SLC were not 

found to be correlated with performance on false belief tasks because false belief tasks 

are designed to be the ultimate tests for a full-fledged representational ToM (Harris, 

2006; Perner, 1991; Wellman, Cross, & Watson, 2001) and children who have only a 

rudimentary ToM are not yet able to pass these tasks. For example, a child who has a 

rudimentary ToM may possess a working notion of belief but still have trouble 

understanding the false belief tasks (Harris, 2006). A closer inspection of our data reveals 
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that three children with ASD, but no typically developing children, told an antisocial lie 

even though they were unable to pass the false belief tasks. Although we have argued the 

possibility that children with ASD may be using learned strategies when lying, without 

including ToM tasks other than false belief tasks, we cannot rule out the alternative 

possibility that lie-telling behaviours in children with ASD may still be indicative of a 

rudimentary ToM. Thus, future studies examining the relationship between lie-telling 

abilities and ToM understanding in children with and without ASD should include a more 

comprehensive battery that test their understanding of false beliefs as well as other 

concepts that play an important role in the development of a representational ToM 

(discussed in more detail below). 

False Belief Understanding and Prosocial Lie-Telling Ability 

Prosocial lie-telling ability was not found to be correlated with first-order or 

second-order false belief scores in either the ASD group or the TD group. It was also not 

correlated with VMA in either group. It appears that the ability and propensity to tell 

prosocial lies may not depend on false belief understanding, age, or general language 

ability but on other factors not examined in the present study, such as socialization from 

parents, or the amount of experience in politeness situations like the undesirable gift 

paradigm that have occurred in the child’s life. For example, children may be more likely 

to tell a lie in the undesirable gift paradigm if their families have had explicit discussions 

about what they should say when they receive a disappointing gift. 

Interestingly, antisocial lie-telling was found to be significantly related to 

prosocial lie-telling ability in children in the ASD group but not the TD group, even after 

controlling for age and general language ability. It is speculated that when faced with 
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situations such as the temptation resistance and undesirable gift paradigms in real life, 

they may have learned to respond in such a way that enables them to avoid getting into 

trouble with the lie recipient. Just as children with and without ASD have learned that, 

when someone gives them an undesirable gift or prize and asks if they like it, the solution 

is to tell a prosocial lie, children with ASD may have learned that, when they do 

something that they were specifically asked not to do and are then asked if they have 

done it, the solution is to tell an antisocial lie. In other words, the results of the present 

study suggest that both antisocial and prosocial lies told by children with ASD reflect 

scripted knowledge rather than true ToM understanding. 

Do Children with ASD Have a Rudimentary ToM? 

 We have considered two possible interpretations of the results from the present 

study: (1) the lie-telling abilities of children with ASD are merely learned behaviours and 

are not indicative of a ToM, and (2) lies told by children with ASD are manifestations of 

a rudimentary ToM. Our data only suggests that lie-telling in children with ASD may not 

be related to false belief understanding. Whether or not children with ASD have a more 

rudimentary ToM understanding remains an open question. If children with ASD can be 

shown to demonstrate a rudimentary ToM—that is, they have some understanding that 

people have beliefs, which are internal and not readily accessible by others, and drives 

their external behaviour—then it will be important to explore how children who do not 

have a rudimentary ToM differ from those who have a rudimentary ToM in this 

population. For example, are those who have a rudimentary ToM more socially adept 

than those who do not? Are there neurological differences between those who have a 

rudimentary ToM and those who do not? Do all children with ASD eventually acquire a 
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rudimentary ToM? Do children who have a rudimentary ToM eventually develop a 

representational ToM? On the other hand, if future research can show that the lie-telling 

abilities demonstrated by children with ASD are learned behaviours as opposed to ToM 

in action, then these studies would be contributing to evidence supporting the ToM theory 

in autism, which posits that the social difficulties experienced by individuals with ASD 

(e.g., interacting and forming relationships with others) stem solely from their severe 

deficits in ToM (Baron-Cohen, 1988; Tager-Flusberg, 1996). Thus, answering the 

question of whether children with ASD have a rudimentary ToM will not only help us 

better understand why individuals with ASD have such difficulties in the social realm, 

but will also have implications for the ToM theory of autism. 

Future Directions 

 An important question that the present study was not able to address is whether 

children with ASD are simply engaging in learned behaviours when telling a lie, or if 

their lying behaviour reflects a rudimentary ToM. One way to explore whether lie-telling 

behaviours are learned behaviours would be to conduct a diary study with parents of 

young children with and without ASD. Parents could be instructed to record every 

instance of deception demonstrated. If lies told by children with ASD are learned 

behaviours, then we would expect that the types of deceptive acts that they demonstrate 

would be more restricted than those of typically developing children. We would also 

expect that children with ASD, but not typically developing children, would always 

respond to a specific type of situation in the same manner. In addition, parents could be 

instructed to record their children’s spontaneous utterances of mental state terms (e.g., 

think, know, want, wish, and hope). An experimenter could also assess ToM 
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understanding at various time points using a battery of false belief tasks and other ToM 

tests. For example, tasks tapping seeing equals knowing (e.g., someone who was not 

present to witness a change does not know about the change or someone who does not 

have visual access to an event or object does not know about it) and appreciation of 

desires (e.g., a person may feel differently in different situations) may be easier to pass 

than false belief tasks for children who have only a rudimentary ToM, as researchers 

have shown the relative competence that children with ASD have on such tasks (Hobson, 

1984; Reed & Peterson, 1990; Tager-Flusberg, 1992; Tan & Harris, 1991). If children 

with ASD have a rudimentary ToM, we might find that deception is related to their 

spontaneous utterance of mental state terms and/or performance on a more 

comprehensive ToM test battery. 

Limitations 

 Results from the present study are based on a small sample size. Of the children 

who participated in the present study, only those who committed the transgression in the 

temptation resistance paradigm could be analyzed on antisocial lie-telling ability and 

SLC. Moreover, of the children who committed the transgression, only a couple of them 

told the truth. Due to the low variability in our dataset, we were limited to running 

exploratory correlations that assumed the interdependence of the variables examined and 

did not allow for descriptions of the dependence of a variable on one or more explanatory 

variables (i.e., examining predictors of lie-telling ability). Therefore, one must be 

cautious in interpreting findings, especially those based on correlational analyses, from 

the present study and refrain from making too much of the results until they are replicated 

on a larger sample of children. 
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 Furthermore, the implications of our findings are limited to higher functioning 

children with ASD. Because the tasks involved in the present study required a certain 

level of verbal ability, it was not possible to include lower functioning children with 

ASD. A potential follow-up study could explore the ability to deceive in lower 

functioning children with ASD using an experimental paradigm that does not require high 

verbal ability. 

Conclusions 

 In sum, the present study is an important addition to the literature on deception in 

children with ASD. While studies in the extant literature almost unanimously conclude 

that most children with ASD do not or are severely impaired in their ability to engage in 

deception, our study is the first to demonstrate that higher functioning children with ASD 

can and do tell both antisocial and prosocial lies. Our results show that though children 

with ASD can tell very simple lies, they have difficulty maintaining their lies. 

Furthermore, our study provides a first glimpse at the cognitive correlates of lie-telling 

ability and propensity in children with ASD. While lie-telling in typical development has 

been shown in the past to reflect false belief understanding, our data suggest that the lie-

telling abilities demonstrated by children with ASD may not reflect false belief 

understanding. Rather, lie-telling behaviours may simply be learned behaviours that were 

acquired from past experience. Children with ASD may have told antisocial lies because, 

in the past, they were able to avoid punishment for having committed a transgression by 

falsely denying the misdeed. Similarly, children with ASD may have told prosocial lies 

because they have learned that they are supposed to respond positively or have 

experienced negative outcomes in the past when they did not respond positively after 
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receiving a gift from someone. Thus, it is possible that they managed to instill a false 

belief (i.e., they did not commit the transgression or they liked their prize) in the lie 

recipient even without understanding that the lie recipient has beliefs and feelings that 

may differ from their own or intending to manipulate the lie recipient’s thinking. 

Conversely, even though the lie-telling abilities demonstrated by children with ASD may 

not reflect false belief understanding, they may still be indicative of a rudimentary ToM. 

Future research needs to explore whether children with ASD are simply engaging in 

learned behaviours when telling a lie or if these lie-telling behaviours are reflective of a 

rudimentary ToM. 
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Appendix A 

Calling Script 

 

Hi, may I speak to parent’s name? My name is your name and I am calling on behalf of ASD 

Studies at Queen’s University. 

If this is the first contact: 

a. We got your name from the birth announcements in the newspaper (BA) 

b. We met you at Child Birth Kingston (CBK)/Sky’s the Limit (SLF)/Leisure Show 

(LS)/Kingston Kids  (KK)/Kingston Infant and Kid Show (KIKS)/Other recruitment 

event 

Have you heard about our group before? If not: Basically, we’re a group of researchers at 

Queen’s University interested in comparing the development of typical children to that of 

children with autism spectrum disorders (ASD) to see how symptoms of autism impact social 

skills. We have a study that child’s name is of age for and I was wondering if you have a few 

minutes to hear about it? 

If this is not the first contact: 

I see you have participated in a study with another lab before. We have a study that 

child’s name is of age for and I was wondering if you have a few minutes to hear about it. 

If they ask about what ASD is: 

Autism spectrum disorder is a developmental disorder characterized by impairments in 

language and social interactions. Individuals with ASD often have a restricted range of 

interests, demonstrate repetitive behaviours, and show unusual reactions to their everyday 

environment. Our lab is interested in comparing the development of typical children to 

that of children with autism spectrum disorders (ASD) to see how symptoms of autism 

impact social skills. 
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If parent seems concerned, clarify: 

We have a group of children diagnosed with ASD that are participating in our study. We 

are calling you because we need to recruit typically developing children, like child’s 

name, in order to see how the children with ASD differ. We are not diagnosing anyone 

with ASDs. 

The study that we are currently running is called Perspective Taking. We are interested in looking 

at the relationship between having an understanding that other people have different perspectives 

and children’s ability to deceive others. Has child’s name ever participated in studies looking at 

deception? Note: They cannot have done lying studies in the past. Do not book if they have. 

This study involves participating in a number of age-appropriate games designed to investigate 

whether children are able to understand that other people can possess knowledge that differs from 

their own. Your child will also be given a general developmental assessment. This study involves 

two visits to the lab with each lasting 90 minutes at most. Your child will receive $10.00 for each 

visit as well as an age-appropriate toy. 

If parent seems concerned about having their child deceive others: 

In this study, child’s name will play a game with an experimenter where he is told not to 

turn around to look at a toy, but is tempted to peek when the experimenter leaves the 

room. We will ask him if he had peeked while the experimenter was gone. In the other 

game, child’s name will receive a highly unattractive prize for winning (the prize is 

actually a plain, white bar of soap). We will ask child’s name if he likes his prize. Near 

the end of the study, we will have a thorough debriefing session where we will discuss 

the purpose of this study and the contexts in which truth-telling is encouraged and lying 

is discouraged. We have also prepared a debriefing document for you to bring home that 

addresses common questions that parents have about lie-telling behaviour in children. 

Would you be interested in participating? If yes: 
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Now on a very important note, please don’t tell child’s name that this study is about children’s 

ability to deceive others or else the study will not work. You can, however, tell child’s name that 

it is about children’s understanding that other people have different thoughts and beliefs. 

Administer Reinforcer Survey. 

When would be a good time for you and child’s name to come in for the first visit? 

Record full name, date of birth, and phone number 

Directions to ASD Studies lab: 

From Division or Sir John A Macdonald, turn left on Union, turn right on Arch Street, 

and turn right immediately onto the driveway into the parking lot. 

From Front or King, turn left on Barrie Street, turn left on Union, turn left on Arch Street, 

and turn right immediately onto the driveway into the parking lot. 

Someone will be waiting in the driveway (next to this big blue dumpster) to hand you our parking 

pass and show you to our parking spot. To make it easier for us to spot you, can you tell us the 

colour and make of the car that you will be driving? 

Record colour and make of car 

If you have any questions or have to reschedule your appointment for any reason, please do not 

hesitate to call us at 613 533 2894. We look forward to seeing you and child’s name on date at  

time. Bye now!  
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Appendix B 

Reinforcer Survey 

 

In order for us to get an accurate and more complete picture of child’s name’s abilities and 

performance on some of the tasks we use in the lab, we try our best to make child’s name 

comfortable and motivated in participating fully in our study. In order to do this, we need to ask 

you a few simple questions. 

 

1. What do most people call child’s name? 

2. How does child’s name communicate?  Note: has to be verbal. 

3. At school, does child’s name have a specific routine for doing seatwork?  Can you describe 

it? (i.e.,  token system, food rewards, first-then schedules) 

4. If you want child’s name to do something that they do not want to do, how do you do it? 

5. What motivates child’s name most? (e.g., praise, high-five, food, favorite toy, video game, 

music) 

6. What are child’s name favorite things to do? What interests them most? 

7. Are there any activities or things that really upset child’s name? (e.g., balloons, bright 

lights, loud noises, singing, certain music, certain foods, certain activities) 

8. How do you know when child’s name is frustrated or upset? How do you usually comfort 

him and help him to calm down? 

9. Is there anything else that we should know or do that will help us get an accurate picture of 

child’s name’s abilities during the tasks we will do during your visit? 
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Appendix C 

Letter of Information 

 

Exploring the Ability to Deceive in Children with Autism Spectrum Disorders 

This research is being conducted by Annie Li, who is a Master’s student working with Dr. 

Elizabeth Kelley, Assistant Professor of Psychology at Queen’s University in Kingston, Ontario. 

Children with autism spectrum disorders often experience difficulty understanding the 

perspective of others and that others can have beliefs, thoughts, information, emotions, and likes 

and dislikes that are different from their own. Although much research has addressed this area in 

children with ASD, no research to date has specifically looked at whether children with ASD are 

able to deceive others, and how this ability or inability might be related to their understanding of 

the social world and their general language and developmental level. 

This study will require two visits to the ASD Studies lab at Queen's University. The first 

visit should take approximately 80 minutes and the second visit should take approximately 40 

minutes. Your child will be asked to participate in a number of games and be read a number of 

stories; he/she will also undergo a general assessment of their developmental level. Your child’s 

behaviour will be recorded by a video camera in order to make the testing go more quickly and 

smoothly; rather than writing down everything your child says and does at the time the 

experimenter can go back and score the videotapes later. Please note that you or your child may 

stop at any time without consequence. If your child becomes uncomfortable for any reason, the 

study will be stopped. Although some of the research will involve setting your child up in a 

situation in which he/she will likely be tempted to tell a lie, the experimenters will explain the 

study to the child afterward, and if he/she does lie, why they should not feel bad about it. You 

will also be provided with a list of answers to common questions that parents often have about 

children’s lying. There are no other known physical, psychological, economic, or social risks 
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associated with this research, and it has been cleared by the Queen’s University General Research 

Ethics Board. 

Your participation in this study is completely voluntary. You may withdraw at any time 

for any reason, and the digital recording of your child will be erased. Confidentiality of all 

information is assured; your child’s record will be identified only a participant number to ensure 

that your child’s identity is kept confidential. It will not be revealed in any published papers, 

conference presentations, or classroom demonstrations. Our only interest is in investigating how 

children respond as a collective group. Dr. Kelley and her research assistants will have sole 

access to the data sheets and videotape recording of your child. They will be stored in a locked 

laboratory. Should you be interested, you are entitled to a copy of the findings. 

Your child’s name will also be kept on file for possible future follow-up studies. Your 

participation in any follow-up study is completely voluntary. 

You will be paid $10 for travel expenses for each visit and your child will receive an age-

appropriate toy or game as a token of our appreciation. 

In the event that you have any complaints, concerns, or questions about this research, 

please feel free to contact Dr. Elizabeth Kelley, Department of Psychology (613 533 2491 or 

kelleyb@queensu.ca), Dr. Vern Quinsey, Head of the Department of Psychology (613 533 2492), 

or Dr. Steve Leighton, Chair of the Queen's University General Research Ethics Board (613 533 

6081 or chair.greb@queensu.ca) at Queen’s University. 

 

Again, thank you. Your participation in this research study is greatly appreciated! 

Elizabeth Kelley, PhD, Assistant Professor of Psychology, Queen's University 

Annie Li, BA, Master’s student, Queen’s University 
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Appendix D 

Consent Form 

 

Exploring the Ability to Deceive in Children with Autism Spectrum Disorders 

My Name (please print clearly):          

1. I have read the Letter of Information and have had any questions answered to my satisfaction. 

I give permission for my child to participate in the research entitled “Exploring the Ability to 

Deceive in Children with Autism Spectrum Disorders,” as described in the Letter of 

Information. 

2. I understand that this means that my child will play a number of games intended to encourage 

my child to deceive the experimenter, as well as a number of other games intended to assess 

my child’s understanding of others. I also understand my child will partake in a general 

developmental assessment. I understand that I will be asked engage in an interview assessing 

my child’s daily living skills. 

3. I understand that my participation in this study is voluntary and I may withdraw my child at 

any time without any consequence. If I do choose to withdraw my child from the study, my 

child’s data and digital video recording will be erased immediately. I understand that this 

research study involves a number of tasks, and that my child may choose not to do anything 

they do not wish to. 

4. I understand that my child will be videotaped so that Dr. Kelley’s research assistants can code 

for my child’s nonverbal behaviours such as facial expressions during the study. I understand 

that I may obtain a copy of this recording if I so choose. 

5. I understand that every effort will be made to maintain the confidentiality of the data 

collected from my child. Confidentiality of all information collected in course of this study is 

assured. I understand that my child’s results will be identified via a participant number, in 
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order to ensure that his or her identity cannot be revealed or inferred in published papers, 

conference presentations, or demonstrations. The participant number will be linked to my 

child’s name only on this consent form, and all consent forms will be kept separate from the 

data. Only experimenters and research assistants in Dr. Kelley’s laboratory will have access 

to the data sheets and videotape recording of my child’s performance, as they will be stored 

in a locked lab. 

6. I understand that my child’s name will be kept on file for possible future follow-up studies. I 

understand that if asked to have my child participate in these follow-up studies, my 

participation is completely voluntary. 

7. I am aware that if I have any questions, concerns, or complaints, I may contact Dr. Elizabeth 

Kelley, Department of Psychology (613 533 2491 or kelleyb@queensu.ca), Dr. Vern 

Quinsey, Head of the Department of Psychology (613 533 2492), or Dr. Steve Leighton, 

Chair of the Queen’s University General Research Ethics Board (613 533 6081 or 

chair.greb@queensu.ca) at Queen’s University. 

 

I have read the above statements and freely consent to have my child participate in this research: 

 

       Child’s Date of Birth 

Child’s Name:       (MM/DD/YYYY):     

 

 

Signature:       Date:      
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Appendix E 

Demographics Questionnaire 

 

In order to better understand our participants and their families, we would like to inquire about 

your demographic information which includes: education, income, etc. We understand that some 

information may be quite sensitive, but please answer to the best of your ability. All data 

collected in this questionnaire will be kept strictly confidential and will only be identifiable by a 

participant number. Thank you. 

 

If you have any questions or concerns please contact us at 613 533 2894.  

 

Name of the study you or your child is participating in: 

             

Relationship of yourself to person participating in the study (hereafter called ‘participant’): 

1. Self 

2. Parent 

3. Guardian 

4. Other (please explain)         

Date of birth of the participant      

         MM/DD/YYYY 

Is English the first language of the participant?  Yes  No 

Does the participant speak any other languages?  Yes  No 

Does the participant live at home with his/her parent(s)? Yes   No 

If not, what are the participant’s living arrangements?  

1. Group Home   
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2. Independently 

3. With other family members 

4. Other (please explain)         

If the participant is living at home, what is the marital status of the parent(s) s/he is living with? 

1. Married   2.    Divorced 

3. Separated  4.    Common-law 

5. Remarried  6.    Widowed 

7. Single   8.     Other 

What is the highest level of education completed by the mother of the participant? 

1. Less than grade 9 

2. Some high school 

3. Completed high school 

4. Some college 

5. Community College certificate 

6. University degree 

7. Some post-graduate training   

8. Graduate or professional degree 

What is the highest level of education completed by the father of the participant? 

1. Less than grade 9 

2. Some high school 

3. Completed high school 

4. Some college 

5. Community College certificate 

6. University degree 

7. Some post-graduate training   

8. Graduate or professional degree 
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In which of the following ranges does your annual household income fall? 

1. $25,000 or less  

2. $25,001-$35,000 

3. $35,001-$45,000 

4. $45,001-$55,000 

5. $55,001-$65,000 

6. $65,001-$75,000 

7. $75,001-$85,000 

8. $85,001-$95,000 

9. $95,001 or more 

Who else lives in the home with the participant? 

Relationship to the participant Age Gender Diagnosis, if any

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

 

What is the participant’s diagnosis, if any?         

Does the participant carry any secondary diagnosis, and if so, what is it?      

             

At what age was the participant diagnosed?         

Who diagnosed the participant?           
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Has the diagnosis ever been called into question? Yes No 

If yes, please explain            

             

At what age did the participant begin treatment?         

What type of treatment was this?          

What is the main type of treatment that the participant is currently receiving?     

             

For how many hours per week?  At home    At school    

What is the participant’s school day like? 

1. S/he is mainstreamed without any extra help 

2. S/he is mainstreamed and shares an aide with one or more other children 

3. S/he is mainstreamed and has his/her own educational aide 

4. S/he is mainstreamed for some classes (e.g. music, phys ed), but is in a 

special needs classroom for most academic subjects 

5. S/he is in a special needs classroom all day 

6. S/he is in a classroom for children with emotional/behavioural 

difficulties 

7. Other (please explain)         

Please list any other types of treatment that the participant is receiving with approximately how 

many hours per week s/he is receiving them. 

             

             

Is there any history of autism spectrum disorder in your immediate family? Yes No 

If yes, please explain            

Is there any history of autism spectrum disorder in your extended family?  Yes No 

If yes, please explain            
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Is there any history of language or reading problems in your immediate/  Yes No 

extended family? If yes, please explain          

Is there any history of psychiatric disorders in your immediate/extended family? Yes No 

If yes, please explain            

Were there any pregnancy problems or birth complications with the participant? Yes No 

If yes, please explain            

Did the participant experience seizures, ear infections, head trauma or serious Yes No 

illness as a young child? If yes, please explain        
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Appendix F 

False Belief Task Scripts 

 

Smarties task 

Present the Smarties box. 

What do you think is inside this box? 

Open box, show the contents of the box, and close the box. 

What’s inside this box? 

Before you looked inside this box, what did you think was inside this box? 

Bring out the figure. 

This is Ben. Ben has never seen what is inside this box. 

What does Ben think is inside this box? 

 

Maxi task 

Act the following scenario out with figures and props. 

This is Mark and he has a ball. 

Mark decides to go outside to play, so he puts his ball away in his box for safekeeping. 

Then Mark goes outside to play. Where did Mark put his ball? 

While Mark is outside, his sister moves the ball into her toy chest. Where is the ball now? 

Mark comes back from playing outside and wants to get his ball. 

Where will Mark look for his ball? 
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Ice Cream Van task 

Act the following scenario out with figures and props. 

This is John and this is Emma. John and Emma are playing in the park when they see the 

ice cream van arrive. 

Emma decides to run home to get some money for some ice cream. 

While she is gone, the ice cream man tells John that he is going to the school to sell ice 

cream. What did the ice cream man say to John? 

On the way to the school, the ice cream man meets Emma and tells her that he is going to 

the school. What did the ice cream man tell Emma? 

Does John know that Emma knows where the ice cream man is now? 

Where does John think Emma will go to buy ice cream? 

 

Chocolate Bar task 

Act the following scenario out with figures and props. 

This is Mary and this is Simon. Mary and Simon’s mom gave them a chocolate bar to 

share. 

Mary and Simon put the chocolate into the cupboard. 

Then Mary goes outside to play. Where did Mary and Simon put the chocolate? 

While Mary is outside, Simon decides to hide the chocolate in his toy chest because he 

wanted to keep the treat for himself. 

Mary watches Simon hide the chocolate through the window. 

Simon does not know that Mary saw him.Where did Simon put the chocolate? 

Does Simon know that Mary knows where the chocolate is now? 

Where does Simon think Mary will look for the chocolate? 
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Appendix G 

Temptation Resistance Paradigm Script 

 

Obtain verbal assent 

We’re going to play a game now. I think you’ll find it a lot of fun, but if you don’t want 

to play, just tell me and we’ll stop and go back into the other room. OK? 

Explain the game 

I’m going to put a toy behind your back and play a sound. Without turning around and 

looking at the toy, I want you to guess what it is. 

Turn the child’s chair backwards 

The first thing that we have to do is turn your chair around. I want you to sit in your chair 

facing the door. 

Play sounds for toys 1 and 2 (randomize the order each time) 

Are you ready for the first sound? What do you think the toy is? 

If the child turns around to look at the toy 

Remember to sit facing the door and keep facing that way. What do you think the 

toy is? 

 If the child says, “I don’t know” or guesses wrong, give hints to make it obvious 

  He has red fur; he lives on Sesame Street; his name starts with the letter E… 

 After the child guesses correctly 

Turn around to see if you’re right! Nice guess! Do you want to play with the toy? 

Are you ready for the next toy? 

Cue E2 

 Let’s try one more. Are you ready for the last one? 

E2: Knock on the door 
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E2: Sorry to interrupt, but do you have the book that I lent you? I really need it right now. 

E1: Oh, I left it in my car, but I’ll go get it right now. I’m going to leave you in here with 

the sound playing while I go to my car to get a book. While I’m gone, don’t turn 

around to look at the toy. 

Play greeting card with target toy 

Leave the room for 60 seconds 

 Here’s your book, E2. I’m going to go back into the room now. 

Stomp and rattle door handle when coming back in 

 Remember to keep facing forward. 

Quickly cover the toy with the towel 

Okay, you can turn around now. 

Help child turn chair around 

First of all, did you turn around to look at the toy while I was gone? 

Wait 5 seconds 

Okay, what do you think the toy is? 

Why do you think it’s a   ? 

Do you want to lift the towel to see if you’re right? 

Good job! Nice try! 
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Appendix H 

Undesirable Gift Paradigm Script 

 

Determine which toy to use as unattractive toy once participant comes into the lab 

E2: Hi child’s name! I have some stuff to show you in this room. 

Take items out of basket one at a time and briefly describe each. 

E2: Which one do you like the best? Which one don’t you like? 

If the least-liked toy is not the soap, take away the most- and least-liked toys. 

 E2: Out of these 3, which one don’t you like? 

Return all prizes back into the basket. 

Discretely drop wrapped bar of soap in the basket. 

E1: Knock and enter the room. 

E2: Leave without speaking to or making eye contact with E1. 

Explain the game 

I’m going to show you part of a picture and I want you to guess what the whole picture is. 

If you get 5 pictures correct, I will give you something from that basket. 

Show the 1st picture 

What do you think this is a picture of? 

If the child is having a hard time, move the window around to give them a hint. 

If the child guesses incorrectly 

 Good try; let’s try the next one. 

Show the next 4 pictures 

 What do you think this is a picture of? 

Wow, you got x right so far, 5-x more to go! 

If the child says I don’t know, move the window around until they guess. 
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If the child guesses incorrectly for the 1st time 

 Good try; let’s try the next one. 

If the child guesses incorrectly for the 2nd, 3rd, 4th, or 5thtime 

 That’s right! Good job! 

Cue E2 

Good job, ok, one more to go! 

E2: Knock on the door 

E2: Sorry to bother you, but there’s a very important phone call for you. 

E1: Okay, I’ll be out in a second. Thanks, E2! 

Show the last picture 

 What do you think this is a picture of? 

 Good job, you got 5 correct! I’m going to take that phone call and I’ll be right back. 

I forgot to ask E2 what you liked so I’m going to give you this as your prize. 

Open it up while I’m outside. 

Take the wrapped bar of soap from bottom of basket, put it in front of the child, and exit 

the room without making eye contact with the child 

Return to the room 

Do you like the prize that I gave you? 

After some time 

Would you like to exchange your prize for something else from the basket? 
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Appendix I 

Debriefing Script v1 

 

Sit down with both child and parent. 

Child’s name, I have something to tell you. Today we did a study and we were looking at 

three things. The first thing we were looking at was what boys and girls do when they’re left 

alone in the room with an attractive toy. Some boys and girls turn around and look at the toy and 

that’s okay. Some boys and girls don’t turn around to look at the toy and that’s also okay. 

Because today was a special situation and we were playing a game, what you did was perfectly 

fine. It is very tempting to turn to peek at the toy and it is hard not to turn around to see what it is. 

Past studies just like this one found that many children peeked (76%). 

The second thing we were looking at was if boys and girls tell us if they looked at the toy 

or not. Some boys and girls tell us that they did look at the toy and that’s okay. Some boys and 

girls tell us that they didn’t look at the toy and that’s also okay. Because today was a special 

situation and we were playing a game, what you did was perfectly fine. Past studies just like this 

one found that many children who peeked also said that they did not peek (75%). 

But in real life, who do you always have to tell the truth to? (e.g., parents, grandparents, 

siblings, teachers, policemen, firemen) 

So do you know how I could tell if you looked at the toy or not when I was out of the 

room? 

Let them guess where the cameras are (i.e., play hot and cold guessing game). 

Show them the close-circuit TV. 

The third thing we were looking at was if boys and girls tell us that they like their prize 

even though they don’t. Do you remember what I gave you first? Some boys and girls don’t like 

their prize but tell us that they like it and that’s okay. Some boys and girls don’t like their prize 
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and tell us that they don’t like it and that’s also okay. Past studies just like this one found that 

many children do not like the bar of soap, but a lot of them said that they liked it (68%). 

Can you think of a situation or a time when you might not want to tell the truth? (e.g., 

stranger on the phone or at the door, stranger asking where you live, friend who gave you a yucky 

birthday present and asked if you liked your present, secret about dad’s surprise present from 

mom) 

Since you did such a great job today, I have something else to give you. Thank you so much 

for coming and helping me out with my study. 

Give child the $10 and have him/her fill out a receipt. 

Give parent the Debriefing Handout. 
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Appendix J 

Debriefing Script v2 

 

Sit down with both the child and parent in the experimental room. 

Child’s name, I have something to tell you. Today you did a study. In this study, we were looking 

at three things: 

To child: The first thing that we were looking at was what boys and girls do when they’re left 

alone in the room with a fun toy. Some boys and girls turned around to look at the toy and that’s 

okay. Some boys and girls did not turn around to look at the toy and that’s also okay. It is very 

hard not to peek at the toy. Now because today was a special situation and you were doing a 

research study, what you did was perfectly fine.  

To parent: Earlier studies just like this one found that many children, about 76% of children, 

peeked at the toy. 

To child: The second thing that we were looking at was if boys and girls tell us if they looked at 

the toy. Some boys and girls told us that they did not look at the toy and that’s okay. Some boys 

and girls told us that they did look at the toy and that’s also okay. Again, because today was a 

special situation and you were doing a research study, what you did was perfectly fine. 

To parent: Earlier studies just like this one found that many children peeked and then said that 

they did not peek, about 75% of children. 

To child: Now I have a question for you. In real life, who do you always have to tell the truth to? 

That’s right, your mom, dad, siblings (if any), grandparents, teachers, and policemen. So do you 

know how I could tell if you looked at the toy or not when I was outside getting a book? Well 

actually, we have some hidden cameras in this room. So while mom was sitting on the couch, she 

could see what was going on in here. Where do you think we hid the cameras? E2! Can you come 

in here to help child’s name find the cameras? 
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E2 sets Noldus recorder to dual screen mode, turns monitor to face experimental room, 

opens door, enters, points to computer monitor, plays hot and cold with child to find the 2 

cameras 

To child: So in this study, we were looking at three things, right? The third thing that we were 

looking at was if boys and girls tell us that they like their prize. What was the first prize I gave 

you? What did you say when I asked if you like your prize? Why did you say that? 

Skip questioning by E2 if they say, “No, coz I don’t like it,” OR “Yes, coz I was being 

polite.” However, if they say, “Yes, because I really did like it,” OR “Yes, because I don’t 

know,” then: 

E2: But when we first came into this room, you told me the soap is the one that you don’t like. 

Why did you tell Annie you like your prize even though you don’t really like the soap? Would 

you like to make another trade and exchange your new prize for the soap? 

E1: Some boys and girls don’t like their prize but tell us that they like it and that’s okay. 

Some boys and girls don’t like their prize and tell us that they don’t like it and that’s also 

okay. 

To parent: Earlier studies just like this one found that many children do not like the bar of soap, 

but about 68% of them tell the experimenter that they like their prize. 

To child: I have one more question for you. When might people say stuff that is not really the 

truth? (e.g., stranger asks you, “Where do you live? What’s your telephone number?” and friend 

gives you a yucky birthday present and asks you, “Do you like your present?”) Since you did 

such a great job today, this is for you! 

Get $10, receipt binder, and debriefing handout.  
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Appendix K 

Debriefing Handout 

 

Exploring the Ability to Deceive in Children with Autism Spectrum Disorders 

 

Dear parent/legal guardian, 

The following are common questions that parents may have about children and their lying 

behavior. If there are any further questions please feel free to contact Dr. Elizabeth Kelley at 613 

533 2491. Thanks again for the support of your child’s participation in this study. 

  

Q. If my child lied today, does that mean anything? 

A. No, just because your child told the researcher that he/she did not peek does not mean that 

your child always tells lies. Even if the child told a lie in this situation to a researcher who is a 

stranger, this does not mean that your child will tell lies in other situations or to you. The situation 

in this study was designed to elicit lie-telling behavior, so that our research team can study lie-

telling. This is an important development in children’s behavior and we have to observe 

children’s lie-telling behavior to learn more about it. 

 

Q. Why do children tell lies? 

A. Children tell lies for the same reason adults tell lies: to gain something, protect themselves or 

protect others and be polite. A child may tell a lie to avoid getting in trouble for another offense 

or a child may lie to protect a friend’s feelings from being hurt. There are different reasons and 

intentions behind various lies. Children start to tell lies as they start to understand the world 

around them and how they can interact with the world. It reflects a cognitive development, where 

the child now understands that there is a difference between what they think and another thinks. 
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They are beginning to understand that beyond the physical world, there is a world of mental 

activity. They learn that people’s beliefs and knowledge can be different from each other and 

from reality. This is a major milestone in a child’s development and lie-telling behavior is one 

sign of this new ability and awareness. Thus, lie-telling is part of development. It is part of your 

child exploring their world and learning how they can interact and affect it. Children do later 

learn that in most situations lie-telling is not appropriate behavior and that it can be more harmful 

than helpful. 

 

Q. What should I do about my child’s lying? 

A. This is not only an important period for your child’s cognitive development but also their 

social and moral development. This is the time when they learn how to have positive social 

interactions with others and about concepts such as fairness and justice. This is a good time to 

discuss these concepts with your child and give them guidelines that they can use to evaluate their 

own behavior. You may also want to use this opportunity to discuss with your child about when it 

is appropriate to tell a lie. For example, what should your child say to a stranger who is at the 

door when your child is home alone? If a stranger calls and asks your child very personal 

questions, should your child answer truthfully? Make sure your child understands that lying is not 

always a black-and-white issue and that there are some situations where lying may be 

appropriate. As they grow they will learn what behavior is appropriate and what is not, applying 

them even when you are not around. Therefore, lying shouldn’t be ignored but dealt with in a 

firm but positive way. 

 

Q. So how should I react when my child lies and how do I curb their lie-telling? 

A. There are two things to keep in mind when dealing with lies. First, what is the context and 

motivation for the lie? Second, what is the child’s stage of development? Under 6 years of age 

(chronological OR mental age), children’s lies are often confused with the child’s imagination 
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and fantasy world. Children are also learning to experiment and get what they want. For young 

children, pleasing their parents is very important to them. So sometimes they will tell a fib which 

they think will satisfy their parents more than the truth. As lying is part of typical development, 

parents should not over react when children lie. The behavior should not be ignored either. This is 

the opportunity for parents to start discussing honesty. Also it is important to stress that lying to 

escape punishment for another misdeed will lead to “double trouble”. Between 3 and 7 years of 

age, children are not proficient in lie-telling. They can still be detected by their non-verbal 

behavior and when questioned with follow-up questions. This provides a good window of 

opportunity for parents to teach their children about truth and lies, what is right and wrong. It is 

important to focus on the positive aspect, to stress honesty. When a child tells a lie, it is important 

not to put all the emphasis on the lie but also what caused the child to lie. The child needs to learn 

that stealing a cookie is bad as much as lying. If the child is merely punished after lying the child 

will learn to “just lie better next time”. Not all lies are to cover up a transgression. It is important 

to investigate the context and motivation behind the lie. A child may lie about eating his/her 

lunch because they are ashamed that a bully has taken it. Talk about ways that the child can avoid 

being dishonest in different situations. For instance, a child may be given a toy they do not like. 

Give them suggestions on how they can thank the person for the toy without lying. It is important 

to look for the underlying reasons rather than just punishing the child. 

 Later on in development, children start to grasp the subtleties of lying and its consequences. 

They become effective lie-tellers. For instance, a young child may steal a cookie from a cookie 

jar and lie about it but fail to conceal the implicating evidence of cookie crumbs on his/her 

clothes. An older child will be more effective in concealing such evidence. Also, older children 

start to assess the situations in which lies are told. They start to understand that in some 

circumstances people tell white lies with the intention of preventing harm or to be polite. This is a 

good time to teach them to weigh the consequences of a lie.  
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 As children start to reach the adolescent years, they approach the adult level. It is important to 

keep the lines of communication open so that there is a mutual trust between parent and child. 

This way your child will feel more comfortable in telling you what has happened good or bad and 

will not fear your reaction. They know they can count on you to be supportive and fair. This way, 

children will understand that a parent’s support is unconditional, and telling the truth although it 

may disappoint at first is always the best option. 

 If lying increases, especially during adolescence, then it could be associated with other social 

problems. In such cases it may be because the child is trying to get attention, is coping with an 

adverse environment at home or school. If there appears to be a problem, you may wish to seek 

professional advice. 

 

Q. If my child tells lies, is she/he going to become a chronic liar? 

A. Probably not, all children tell lies at some time or another, very few ever become chronic 

liars. Chronic lie-telling is usually a difficulty in adolescence and is often symptomatic of other 

problems with the child and in the child’s social environment. There may be difficulties at home 

or school that causes the child to act out. In such cases, it isn’t just the lying that needs to be dealt 

with but also the factors that are adversely affecting the child. 

 

If you have any questions or would like to engage in further discussion about these topics, please 

feel free to contact Dr. Elizabeth Kelley at 613 533 2491 or kelleyb@queensu.ca. 
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Appendix L 

Counterbalancing Sheet 

 

Typical Children 

Condition Session 1 Session 2

1 WASI 

CELF 

Black 

ToM 

White 

2 WASI 

Black 

ToM 

White 

CELF 

3 

CELF

White 

ToM 

Black 

WASI 

4 

White

ToM 

Black 

CELF 

WASI 
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Atypical Children 

Condition Session 1 Session 2

1 
ADOS 

WASI 

CELF 

Black 

ToM 

White 

2 
WASI 

ADOS 

Black 

ToM 

White 

CELF 

3 

CELF

White 

ToM 

Black 

ADOS 

WASI 

4 

White

ToM 

Black 

CELF 

WASI 

ADOS 

 


